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PAGI 3 TNT MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER ft TIMES, Tuesday, May 16, 1978
PADUCAH PATIENT
John Rayburn of Murray




Raymond Clark of Murray
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Pearlene Gordon of
Murray has been a patient at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Mrs. Thelma Farley of




Paul Spann of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
Mrs. Panst Elkins ef Hardin





Next time you get the urge to
play around in Florida .
Come to Daytona's Castaway,
- --- the state's most complete.play,
ground for singles and families
alike. Check these features .
E] 650 ft. on Beach & Ocean
CI 300 Rooms, Efficiencies,
Suites & Apartments
O Restaurant & Lounge
O Night Club. Dancing &
Entertainment





Gift Shop & Beauty Salon
Color TV & Refrigerator
Tennis a-Golf Privileges
65 Miles to Disney World
Daily door-to-door Bus
.Service available
E Free chaise lounges
• Ample self parking
Come play in our playground.
its Daytona's most completri





1 2075 S. Atlantic Ave.. i
P.O. Box 7437
I Daytona Beach, Fla. 32016 I
II 
Ph, (904) 265-6461
Please send new color •
I brochure & rate sheet I
I Name  I
I Street  I
',City State  t
— — — — — — '
Miss Sheila Jo Watson.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
B. Watson of Murray, was
married to Dwain Baldridge,
son of Mr. and Mrs, H4r1e)
Roy Baldridge of Centrailia,
Ill., in a spring afternoon
ceremony at the Goshen
United Methodist Chruch.
The Rev. Julian Warren
performed the double ring
ceremony at the altar cen-
tered with an all white
arrangement of fugi
chrysanthemums, gladioli,
and carnations flanked by two
spiral candelabra. White
pedestals and large _urns filled
with green ferns stood at each
side of the chancel steps.




beautiful program of nuptial
music and played the
traditional wedding marches




was soloist and sang selec-
tions including "Til There Was
You," "With You," and "The
Lord's Prayer."
Bride's Dress
The bride, escorted to the
altar by her father, was given
in marriage by ,her parents.
She wore a formal gown of
white silk organza over white
, bridal satin. The empire fitted •
bodice was fashioned with a
Queen Anne neckline accented
.by medallions of re-
embroidered Venice lace hand
encrusted with tiny seed
pearls. --The bishop sleeves
wer _ ----flyortha--sfoovoo. of inateiling—Daugherty, sister of the bride.
encrusted lace medallions
scattered about. Peep camelot
cuffs were fitted at the wrists
and fastened with tiny covered
buttons. The skirt flower
gracefully into a chapel-length
train accented with Venice
lace medallions and pearls.
The Juliet crown headdress
was designed of lace and tiny
seed pearls. A finger-tip
length mantilla veil was en-
circled with Venice lace and
was hand-beaded. She carried
a cascade bouquet of white
gardenias and stephanotis.
Her only jewelry was a
diamond pendant, wedding
gift of the groom.
Miss Denice Gilbert, niece
of the bride, was chosen as her
maid of honor. The
bridesmaids were Mrs. Craig
Parker and Miss Jan Baggett.
The attendants were attired
in floor length gowns of
cranberry Magic knit
designed with a molded bodice
with narrow straps draped
with a tie at the center front
above an accordian pleated
skirt. A matching chiffon cape
enhariced the gowns.
Each of the attendants
'carried a long stemmed rose
with -ribbon streamers and
wore - a matching rose and
baby's breath in her hair.
The groom chose his
brother, David Baldridge, as
his best man. Groomsmen
were Alan Cary of Car-
bondale, Ill., and John
McKinney of Mt. Vernon, ni.
Ushers were Don Bert Gilbert,
nephew of the bride, and d
Mr. and Mrs. Harley Roy;Baldridge
Richard Brazzell of Clinton. with a -miniature bride and
, -
Mrs. Watson chose for her groom statuette. Fruit punch
daughter's wedding a formal was served. from a silver
of org_ar,iza vs_11.0po_rj- 
gown of turquoise wane with punch bowl by Mrs- William
Graduation Sale
The New College Shop
Has What You Wont For
Graduation
/4 To IA Off On
Everything











. *Sac ks4 i.M44)Fwipsir
*Jeans
214 N. 15th
chiffon. A white orchid was Other appointments were also
pinned at her shoulder. L-111-silver' 
The groom's mother wore a Mrs. Jerry Miller, Mrs.
floor length, jacketed dress of Chester Reeder, and Mrs.
mint green with matching. Charles Archer assisted with
the reception. Miss' Deidreaccessories and a white orchid
corsage. Daugherty: niece of the bride,
Mrs. Walter Ganswind of distributed the satin roses
Centrailia, Ill., grandmother filled with rice.
of the groom, wore a formal After a wedding trip to
length gown of pink and was Gatlinburg, To., the couple is
presented a corsage of white now residing in Mt. Vernon,
carnations. Ill., where Mr. Baldridge has
Wedding guests registered a teaching position.
at a table covered with a white Rehearsal Dinner
satin cloth and decorated with Following the rehearsatAhe
a spring bouquet of flowers, groom's parents, Mr:, and
Miss_ _ Martha McKinney of Mrs. H. R. Baldridge, hosted a
Murray presided at the dinner held in.Jbe,privaie
registry and also served as dining room at the 'Heston Tea
Party Restaurant in Murray.director of the wedding.
Reception The table was decorated
with a lovely floralFollowing the ceremony a
arrangement. Covers werereception was held in the
fellowship hall of the church. laid for members of the
wedding party and theirThe table was covered with
a white satin cloth accented guests'
The bridal couple presentedwith_ a garland of greenery
ts.and white satin bows. The gifts to their attendan 
centerpeice was a beautiful Bridal Luncheon
arrangement of spring Mrs. Ronnie Hutson corn-
flowers. plirnented her sister and her
Mrs. Ronnie Hutson, sister attendants with a bridal
of the bride, served the luncheon held in her lovely
wedding cake which was an all home on Canterbury Drive
white three tiered cake topped priorto the wedding.
Cool Chic
BECOMING CONTRAST
of nubby texture against
smooth skin makes this
two-piece raw silk combo
.the pe-fect to
warm_ive_Pthey ,iire5s1011





Fold crushed peppermint can-
dy stick into softened vanilla
ice cream and freeze. At
serving time, top scoops of the
ice cream with chocolate sauce.
Tuesday, May 16
Music Department of the
,larray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the club
Murray Assembly No. 19
[...)rder of the Rainbow for Girls
4411 meet at the Masonic Hall
it seven p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
,even p.m.
Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the home of Mrs.
Marvin .Scott at 7:30 p.m.
Willing Workers Class,
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church, will meet at the lake
home of Mary Turner.
Murray High School Band
will present a concert on the
parking lot- of Murray High
School at 6:30 p.m. A recep-
tion in honor of Joe Sills, band
director, will follow the
concert.
Betty Sledd Group of
Memorial Baptist Church
Women will meet at tbe
church at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, May 17
J. N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of- the




Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
will bowl at Corvette Lanes at
seven p. m. .
Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Mrs. Wess Fulton at 1:30 p.m.
Christian Men's Fellowship
of the First Christian Church
will meet at sts-p. rn. at the
church. 
_
, Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at 1:30 p. m. at Cor-
vette Lanes.
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at the Oaks Country
Club at noon with Julie Bell
and Peggy Noel as chairman
of the hoetesses. Bridge and
golf will be nine a. m.
eteduesdaY , May 17
Lynn/Grove Senior Citizens
meet. at, the I‘ynnfzrave.
Skating Rink at one p.m. to
make patch work pillows.
.. Thursday, May 18
'East Calloway Elementary
School Parent-Teacher Club
will have a potluck dinner.
Leader training for the Girl
Scout Day Camp will be held
at the Girl Scout cabin in the
park at ten a m.
New Concord, Hamlin, and
. Hazel Senior Citizens will
have an outing and potluck
dinner at Paris Landing State
Park at 11:30 a.m. For in-
formation or: transportation
cab-436-5364 or 436-2185.
Baptist Young Women of
First Baptist Church will meet
with Mrs. David Travis at
seven p.m.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at the lodge hall at 7:30
p.m.
Hazel Woman's Club is
scheduled to meet at seven
p.m.
The Home Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet at nine a.m. at the club
house tee go to Brandon
Springs, Land Between the
Lakes.
Business and Professional
Women's Club will meet at the
Murray Woman's Club House
at 6:30 p.m.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at the lodge
hall at eight p.m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
theftilia Ceater Ida: 30 p.na..
Ellis Center will be open
from ten to three p.m. for
activities by the Senior
Citizens. Call 753-0929 for
information.
Friday., May
Plant arta - craft sale by
-Goldwater United -Methodist
Church Women 2411 be held
from nine eire•FrilF4wsp.m. in
the church
-A • 
Shopping for senior citizens
will be held at WO a.m. 'and
one p.m. Call 753-0929 by 915
a.hi. 16r morning shopping
and Ji.,30 a.m. for afternoon
shopping
Dena Mansfield, student at
Murray • High School, was
recently installed as president
of the first region of the
Future Homemakers of
America at the annual spring
meeting held at Murray State
Dana Mansfield
President -
University. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Mansfield.
Installed as recreation
leader was Karon, Walker,
student at Calloway County
High School. She is the--
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Walker.' She. will serve as
second vice-president of the
CallowaY Chapter nextyear.
Other officers installed were




Fulton City, secretary; Dawn








were represented with a total
of 732 membeft present.
Murray High had the largest
group present with 65 mem-
bers, two chapter mothers,
Karon Walker
Recreation Leader
Mrs. Dan Shipley and Mrs.
Paul Mansfield, and two
advisors, Mrs. Sally Crass and
Mrs. Lucy Lilly. Calloway
County High had 31 members,
six chapter mothers; Mrs.
Bert Garland, Mrs. Aubery
Eldridge, Mrs. Alfred Mur-
dock, Mrs. Joe Walker, Mrs.
Joe Sledd, and Mrs. Glen
Kelso, and one advisor, Mrs.
Bess Kerlick.
Poached eggs are delicious
served on a bed of cooked fresh
spinach seasoned with butter,
salt and pepper. Melba toast is
a good vccompaniment because
it adds texture contrast.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sobscribors who hey* net
received Moir Ismee41111iversel
espy of TIN Morrey tabor
_Saes by L3i0 p.m. Matidsp
friday or by 3:30 p.
days we weed ft c 721/76
Mamma 5:30 p. ii.med 6 p.m.,
Menderf-frialey, or 3:30 p.m.
aW 4 p. m. Saturdays, to Immo
delivery of tien newspaper. Cab
west bee placed by' p.m. week-
days of 4 p.a. Srawderys re'
pearmase delivery.
Wednesday Special:
With fries or baked potato
and topping, and Stockade
Toast, salad, drink.
A complete meal, priced











from sleeping on a too
soft mattress, Designed in
cooperation with leading ortho-
pedic surgeons for firm support with:
out sacrificing comfort. And this firmness 
1139 Ea. Pc.
is built in to stay in. But make sure. ..if it
doesn't say Sealy Posturepedic, it isn't a Posturepeche
Twin ea. pc. $119.95 Queen 2-pc. Set $339.95 King 3 pc. Set $419.95
Extraordinary Offer!
'30 Night Trial
Buy any Posturepedic set. Try it for 30 nights
and 30 rnornings;--If -you're- not 100 percent-
satisfied we'll take it back-exchange it for other
bedding or refund your purchase price. Limited
time offer.
Murray. , K y




The courts don't belong to the
judges, they belong to the
public. .That reminder comes
from Kentucky's top judge,
John S. Palmore, chief justice
o1 the state Supreme Court—
He said ii at a recent judicial
conference at which judges and
newsmen explored their often
-touchy relationship
Palmore also said .that
- —people don't have confidence
in what they don't understand.
.and they don't understand the
courts."
Palmore has a partial
solution to that problem. He
says reporters are the public's
representatives in the courts,
and when reporters call him
with a question, he does his best
to give. them an answer.
"Whether they call at 10:30
p.m. or 6:30 a.m., help them,"
be told his colleagues.. -
, . Jimes L. CriwfOrd, editor of
- ----the Corbin Times TribuniOulid
judges could go one better by
FRANKFORT+About this time
every four years the silly season of
politics begins in the gubernatirial field
as to who will be elected next year.
It's also at this time that the
Democrats, who outnumber
Republicans in Kentucky by roughly
two to one begin to circulate the old
canard that Repalfcans 'get a chance
to elect a governor about every 28
years. Nothing could be sillier than this
old canard if you bother to look up the
history of governors of Kentucky.
Only one time since the turn of the
.cestary has it been 20 years between
biesseiat and Repubbcan governors in
Vda dab.
It is vary well trot -Republicans
never dieted a golernar in this state
until August E. Willson was elected in
1907 and served his full four-year term
through 1911.
It was exactly eight years after
Willson went out of office until
StallablicanEward Morrow was elected
Ian _sad served four years.
Democrat A. 0. Stanley had just barely -
beaten Morrow four years before that.
Stanley resigned the office to go to the
U. g7 Senate and turned the gayer--
not-ship over to U. Gov. James D.
Black.
It wasn't until four years after
Morrow left office that Republican
Flern D. Sampson of Barourville was
elected governor.
It was until' 1943, or 14 years after
Sampson's term of office was up that
Republican Simeon E. Willis of Ashland
beat Democrat J. Lyter Donalson of
Carrollton for governor:
Willis completed his four-year term
in 1947, and until the election of
Republican Louie B. Nunn in 1967 is the
only time that there had been a 20-year
span when the Republicans did not hold
the governorship.
Truth of the business is that Kentucky
is basically a conservative state and a
great many persons are registered
Democratic for convenience in local
elections and this doesn't mean that
they always vote Democratic in
governor's races and presidential
races.
Nixon carried Kentucky over-
whelmingly against McGovern, and
Kentuckians kept two Republican
senators in Washington for several year
before both Thruston B. Morton and
John Sherman Cooper decided not to
seek re-election. Republican Marlow
Cook succeeded Morton but was beaten
by Democrat Wendell Ford when he
sought re-election.
There is one political true story that
history bears out, and that is that no
faction of the Democrat Party has held
the governor's office in Kentucky more
than two successive terms.
flepublicart Taylor ran against
•••••'-•-• 7-taernocrat William Goebel - -tn 1899.- •
- Taylor sv_a_Ldet'lLired the_wirtnerititke_
eleclion but- it was contested and the
• 1900 legisiature _declared Goebel the
an4e was shel Win is""rilitZt-
• , in front of the old Capitol. ..
Democrats held the office until
Willson was elected in 1907.
You start in 1931 when the Democrats
began to dominate the office of
governor Ruby Laffoon held the office
under the old Tom Rhea faction for four
„.
notifying 'reporters when a
sighificant case comes up.
That ideal clearly was too far
advanced for some, judges. A
district judge from Murray
asked -why newspapers print
"gossip" like the names of
people convicted for traffic
offenses.
Crawford explained such
information lets people know
who get what from the courts so
judges know they can't let their
friends off.
If judges are dealing fairly
with people, the courts have
nothing to fear from news
coverage. The more open their
decisions are, the more con-
fidence they inspire.
A decision made behind
closed doors in bound to be
suspect, even if made by sa'
latter-day Solomon. Secrecy
breeds suspicion,
Justice Palmore's ideas are
good ones. They comprise a
good precedent for otber judges
to follow.
years, but Happy Chandler unseated
them in 1935. He was succeeded- by
Keen Johnson, and then Republican
Willis came into office.
Eerie C. Clements won the *Mee far _
the Democrats in 1947, succeeding
Willis, and Lawrence Wetherby,
lieutenant governor under Clements
was elected to a four-year term. This
faction was upset by Chandler in 1955.
tut Happy wasn't successful in electing
Harry Lee Waterfield. -Bert Combs,
supported by the Clements faction then
beat Waterfield.
Edward T. Breathitt, Combs' choice
as his successor, was successful over
Nunn, but Nunn came back fout year
later to end the Breathitt-Combs faction
domination of the governorship.
Wendell Ford ran against his old
mentor Bert Combs and won the
governorship in 1971 while Combs'
running-mate was successful as
lieutenant governor.
Fora and Carroll had a cool
relationship in those four years, but
politics makes strange bedfellows and
they may join or probably will join
factions. Interpreting this, it means" if
Carroll is saccessful in pushing Terry
McEtrayer into the governorslap next
year that the Ford-Carroll combine
could hole the office more than two
terms. It will be going against history
The Carroll administration problems
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"Boy, I'm plenty worried about this new chef!"
Garrott's Galley
The Very Idea! Not Knowing
Where Cherry Corners 1sT 
This isn't such a big world. At least,
this little Calloway County lady doesn't
think so.
Kenneth Lee (Squirrel) Geurin, his
wife, Peggy, and their two daughters,
Jenetta, 10., and Jennifer, 11, live out in
the Cherry Corners section of the
county. _
Everyone in the family is a 'rabid,
dedicated Kentucky Wildcat basketball
fan. When the Wildcats play ball the
Getn-ins hang on to every word Cawood
Ledford utters over the radio or they
stay glued to their television set
following every bit of the action
whenever the games are televised.
Squirrel, as all who know him call
him and who woes at Ryan Milk, faith-
fully makes- =the_ pilgrimage to
Lexington several times every season
tp see the 'Cats play.
• Not long ago and during Derby Week,
the entire filthily went to toikiille ler
the "Derby Classic," a big basketball
show at Freedom Hall in connection
with the week-long. pre-race festivities.
Squirrel had on his blue and white can
with the big blue "K" in front and the
girls had on T-shirts with "Kentucky
Wildcats" emblazoned across the
fronts. ,
All the Wildcats - their heroes -
were there with their coaches, greeting
Sensing The News'
their fans and signing autographs. At
one point thc girls were in the thick of a
crowd of autograph seekers around
Kyle Macy, one of Kentucky's star
guards, when Coach Joe Hall walked
up.
Spotting the two little Calloway girls
in their "Kentucky" T-shirts, the coach
exclaimed, "And here's two of our good
Wildcat fans, I know." Then leaning
down to shake Jenetta's hand, he went
on to ask, "And where are you young
ladies from?"
Shyly tucking her head, Jenetta
replied, "Cherry Corners."
Chided later by her parents for the
very thought that the coach of the
- national collegiate champions would
have even the remotest idea where_
Cherry Corners was, she replied,
"Well, I started to say 'New Concord'."
++++_+± • .
As Di'. M:d. Scarlet! looked out over
the sea of-caps-and gowns last Saturday
as he rose to remind some 1,100 Murray
State graduates of their obligation to
society, he knew full well the im-
mensity of his task.
He had an 18-minute address to
deliver. The Wind Sinfonietta had a
Beethoven overture to play under Paul
Shahan's baton. The sea of caps and





In one sense, the phrase "small is
beautiful" is full of meaning. Many
americans today appreciate the
qualities of small towns and cities. The
Census Bureau reports that people are
returning to small communities after
decades in which smaller towns lost
population. There, American find a
human scale for life.
In another sense, however, "small is
beautiful" has become a political and
ideological catchword. Accotally,
"Small Is Beautiful" is the title of a
book by the late E. F. Schumacher
published in 1973. It was subtitled
"Economics as if People Mattered."
The people who accept this book as
gospel don't simply want to live in
small communities. The want to turn
their back on the industrial basis of
modern life. They urge establishment
of cottage industries and reliance on
primitive energy sources. It's an
outlook that's mistaken and will lead to
social and economic problems.
Dr. Petr Etecitrnann of the University
of Colorado has published a booklet that
explores the "Small Is Beautiful" idea
( Golem Press. Box 1342, Boulder, Colo.
80306; price $21
Dr Beckmann makes plain that the
hatred of size, which is charateristic of
Tihe "Small Is Beautiful" theorists, ik
senseless. "They prefer the big bus of
collective transport to the small
automobile; they love solar power even
if it involves collectors on hundreds of
square miles, and they hate the nuclear
plants that can produce the same power
on tiny sites." He observed that "as
much as they would love.to have *If in
...-lonrriething that evolves to its ovm
Dr. • Beckmam also .performs a
valuable servie•in pointing out that the
proponents of the "Sarni! Is Beautiful"
theory have been promoting Win's way
that is neither small nor beautiful.
He writes: "Certainly the money the
environmental oreanizallOnk have been
spending to Mop economic growth isn't
small-it runs into the tens ot mations a
year,- funneled into the enviomental
coffers in liberal amounts by the liberal
foundations. The Creative initiative
Foundation bemoans the greed or
'worldy possesions out of its $500,000
home in a fashionable San Francisco
suburb; a vast literature on the
superiority of solar, wind and tidal
power is churned out by innumerable
presses, none of which runs on solar,
wind or tidal power; the officials of the
Natural Resources Defense Council and
other conservationist dart about in
lumbo jets to lecture their fellow
citizens on the virtues of bicycling and
other forms of energy conservation."
Clearly, there is a contradiction
between the stated goals of the "small
is beautiful" people and their methods.
Futhermore, there's a failure of
historical understanding on their part.
The energy sources recommended by
the "small and beautiful" people have
been tried before-in the Middle Ages.
Windmills were prime sources or power
before the invention of the steam
engine.
In short, the "small is beautiful"
viewpoint is very vulnerable to rational
analysis. This faddish anti-growth
viewpoint suggests a retreat from
science and technology. Such a retreat
would be possible only by denying*
modern man the benefits of scientific
me di cin , public health: abundant goods
of a wide variety, and opportunities to'
travel and communicate.
It's unfortunate that the "snail BI
beautiful" movement" has gone so far
in its opposition to technology. A more
moderate movement might have done
good, formany*mertrans are properly'
concerned about ,coegestionin _when
Gess andlhAreakdown of a humane
scale of life.
The need today is for decentralization
of Industry. not deindustrialization. The
Apple who are returnitat th small
rl*nmunityes don't want to return to
the hardships of the 18th century They
simply want to get away from the noise,
hlight and hectic aspect of crowded
tress
congratulations from Murray
President Constantine WCüiila, and
three honorary degrees had to be
presented with the appropriate ac-
colades. Then everyone had to file out
of the Fieldhouse as the wind sin-
fonietta played "Crown Imperial" the
recessional number.
It was about 10:20 a. m.-then, and a
lot of ground had to be covered before
noon, the .usual recessional time.
'Because of its extreme ap-
propriateness, I feel I must begin with
an old Churchill story," Dr. Scarlett
began. Then he told it like this:
Winston Churchill, England's World
War II prime minister, was very fond of
big, black cigars and alcoholic
beverages. Each year for a number of
years, the president of the local tem-
perance league had invited Mr.
Churchill to attend the annual tem-
perance banquet.
Mr. Churchill always had a ready
excuse until one year when he was
caught without one. Reluctantly, he
agreed to attend the banquet.
++++++
The dinner was served, the food
consumed, and the president of the
temperance league moderated over the
program.
Finally, he introduced Mr. Churchill,
lauding his many and noteworthy
contributions to England. to the
Commonwealth, to the Western world
and to the world at large. He said,
however, there was one thing about Mr.
Churchill that gave hint cause for
concern.
The temperance president reported
that the temperance league statistician
had made an exhaustive study, the
results of which Indicated that during--
his lifetime,- Mr. Churchill had con-
sumed enough alcoholic beverage to fill
the meeting room up to the level of the
moiling, about half way up the wall.
Shortly, Mr. Churchill was given the
opportuntty to respond.
He rose to his feet, fixed his eyes on
the molding on the wall, slowly let his
eyes rise toward the ceiling, sadly
shook his head and said:
"So little time; still so much to do."
Bible Thought -
"But when ye pray, use not vain
repetitions, as the heathen do: for
they think that they shall be heard
for their much speaking." Matthew
6:7
Too Many people spend all their
prayer time in talking, we ought to
spend an equal amount of time wait-
ing on God and listening to Him.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a „ forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger- *
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionatell articles to only those
-which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, w'e encourage, readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
Individual writer in a column or
at her a Ride:lb
.....iadiama-ao.4hat. partieular-iaanea--.
being discussed with a letter to aft^
-
.. By the same inken. If an issue has,
hot been discuseced on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or





Joseph Edward James, Ronald
Sanders Colson, David Ryan Graham,
Al Keys Parker, Michael Hugh Johnson
and Ronald Dunn were inducted into
the U. S. Army on May 13 in the
Calloway County Draft Call for May,
according to Mrs. Gussie Adams,
executive secretary of Local Board No.
10 of the Selective Seraice.
Deaths reported include Jerty Key,
age 21, who drowned in the Ohio River
at Paducah, and James Lee Crass, age
65.
Cleo Gillis Hester, registrar at
Murray State College from 1926 to 1960
will be honored May 191 during the
dedication of Hester. Hall, a women's
dormitory on the MSC campus.
- Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Rhoades arnounce
- the engagement and approaching
t marriage of their daughter, Ruth, to
Teddy Potts, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Sherwood Potts.
New officers of the Student Council of
Calloway County High School are Ricki
Hopkins, Mark James, Elizabeth
Nance, Jacki Budzko, and Barbara
Rose.
20 Years Ago,,
The Arian Foundation award 'tor
outstanding musical achievement was
presented to Anita McDougal during
the annual spring concert of the or-
chestra of the Murray Training School.
Yandall Wrather, president of the
Murray Lions Club, made the award.
De4ths reported include Mae Wilson,
age 67, and Mrs. Betty James, age 92.
The Murray High School baseball
team beat South Marshall High School
to become champions of the District
-Baseball Tournament. Steve Sanders'
and Dan Pugh were pitchers for
Murray High.
Births reported include twins, a boy
and a girl, to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Joe
Sims on May 15.
New officers of the Kirksey High
 School Parent-Teacher Association are
Mrs. Billy Tidwell, Mrs. Hal Smith,
Mrs. Hugh Pelmet-, and Mrs. Thelma
Johnson.
30 Years Ago
The Murray Hospital is richer by $70
today after receiving the proceeds from
a style show stand by the Vets Wive.
Club at Murray State College on May
14.
A small stock corporation has Mom,
formed in Murray for the pursuit it
erecting the trvInOkb Resort
Kentucky Lake and the first em-
bayrnent of Blood River.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Bertha
Rogers, age 42.
New officers of the Murray Branch of
the American Association of University
Women are Miss Lillian Hollowell,
MTh. J. I. Hosick, Miss Verde Head, and
Mrs. Biwon Jeffrey.
Elected as new officert, of the
Missionary Group of the North
Pleasant -Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church are Mrs. John B.
Cavitt, Mrs. A. J. Marshall, Mrs. Bessie
Collie; and Mrs. Paul Cunningham.
. Today In History
By The Associated Prea17 -
Today is Tuesday, May 16, the 136th
day of 1978. There are 229 days left in
the year. . -
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1960, a Big Four
summit conference in Paris collapsed
as the Soviets leveled spy charges
against the United 'States after the
shooting down of an American U-2 re-
connaissance plane over the Soviet
unico•
On this date:
In 1770, Marie Antoinette married
King Louis XVI of France.
In 1871, British Columbia became a
province of the Dominion of Canada.
- In 1927, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled
that bootleggers must file income tax
returns.
In 1929, the Academy of Motion
Pictures Arts and Sciences awarded its
first Oscars - to Janet Gaynor and
Emil Jannings..
In 1974, Marshal Tito of Yugoslvia
signed a document making him
president for life.
In 1976, the civil war in Lebanon
reached a new peak of violence, with
scores of people killed in fighting
between Christians and Moslems in
Beirut - -• --
Ten years ago: The AFL-CIO for-
mally suspended the United Auto
Workers Union for failure to pay dues.
Five years ago: British troops seized
a large quantity of ammunition in raids
on several homes of Protestants in
Belfast, Nothern Ireland.
One year ago: Five people were
killed..when a passenger helicopter .
idling- 'attar it'altyscfarler ellpiiirt Ui
-midtown_ Manhattan, *word -owe, *-
rotor blade snapped off and fragments
struckliaaplaiatith landatig *stood: tO.
the street below. •
Today's birthday: Actor Renry
Fonda is 73 years old
Thought for today • Travel, in the .
younger sort, is a part of education; in.
the elder, a part of experience
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By KEN RAPrOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Mike Marshall has been
away from the major leagues
- for a while, but has lost
neither his velocity nor his
vitality.
He was like a young colt
out there," enthused Min-
nesota Manager Gene Mauch
after watching Marshall's
triumphant return to baseball
in a Twins' uniform Monday
night.
The 1074 Cy Young Award
winner was 'signed Monday
afternoon by the Twins and a
few hours later helped them
win a 9-6, 10-inning decision
over the Baltimore Orioles.
Marshall, who last pitched
for the Texas Rangers last
June, hurled 12-3 innings of
hitless ball while striking out
two and walking one. He
retired the side in the top of
the 10th before Willie Norwood
hit a three-run h'omer for
Minnesota in the bottom of the
inning.
Marshall appeared to be
finished with . baseball after
injuring his knee with the
Texas Rangers last year.
-0 In other American League
games, the Boston Red Sox
beat the Kansas City Royals 3-
1; the New York Yankees
turned back the Chicago White
- Sot. -4-1; - the Texas Rangers





Bost 22 12 .647 -
NY 18 12 .000 2
Clev 14 16 .467 6
Mllw 14 17 .452 61/2
Bait 13 18 .419 71/2
Toro 12 19 .387 81/2
WEST
Oakl 22 10 .688 -
Cal 19 12 • .613 242
KC IS 13 -- .581 31/2
Tex 15 14 .517 51/2
Seat 12 24 .333 12
Mhin 11 23 .324 12
Chi 9 19 .321 11
-Monday's Galati- •
Oakland 3, Cleveland 2
Toronto 10, California 6
Detroit 4, Seattle 2
New York 4, Chicago 1
Minnesota 9, Baltimore 6 10_ chi 16 15
trimmed the Milwaukee
Brewers 8-6; the Oakland A's
edged the Cleveland Indians 3-
2; the Detroit Tigers stopped
the Seattle Mariners 4-2 and
the Toronto Blue Jays out-
scored the California Angels
10-6.
Royals 3, Red Sox 1
Rookie Rich Gale worked
out of some early-inning jams
and pitched a tws-hlitter to
lead Kansas City over Boston.
After surrendering a run in
the third, the 6-foot-7 right-
hander retired 13 batters in a
row before Bernie Carbo drew
a two-out walk in the seventh.
Clint Hurdle's two-run
double in the fourth provided
all the runs Gale needed.
Yankees 4, White Sox 1
Lou Piniella extended his
hitting, streak to 12 games with
three singles and BuckY Dent
singled in two runs to cap a
three-run fourth inning and
lead New York over Chicago.
Rangers 8, Brewers 6
Juan Beniquez and Toby
Harrah each knocked in two
runs in a 13-hit- Texas attack
and Ferguson Jenkins gained
his fourth straight victory in
beating Milwaukee. Beniquez
stroked a double and a triple
and Harrah collected two RBI
with a sacrifice fly and a --
single.
A's 3, Indians 1--
,
innings
Kansas City 3, Boston-1
Texas 8, Milwaukee 6
Tuesday's Games
Oakland ( Renko 0-0 )
Cleveland (Clyde 0-0)




Copies from our new,
low-cost 695 Dry Copier are
something else They're
rich. black. Solids are
completely filled. Some say
they look as if they've been








at SFra 20 12 .625 -
Cinc 19 14 .576 PI
LA 19 14 .576 1/2
Hous 14 16 .467 5
'.SDie 14 18 .438 6
Atla 12 18 .400 7
Monday's Games
Houston 5, Philadelphia 0
San Diego 4, St. Louis 3, 14
•innings .
• Los Angeles 7, Pittsburgh 6
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Cincinnati (Seaver 1-4) at
Montreal ( Twitchell 2-2), In)
Atlanta (Boggs 1-3) at New
York ( Koosrnan 2-3 ), ( n
Philadelphia (Carlton 4-3) at
Houston( Lemongello 2-4), In)
St. Louis (three 2-4) at San
Diego (Owchinko 2-2), (n )
Pittsburgh ( Candelaria 2-5 1
at Los Angeles (Sutton 2-4), ( n )
Chicago I R.Fteuschel 3-2) at
San Francisco ( Knepper 4-1),
(a)
Wednesday's Games
St. Louis at San Diego
Chicago at San Francisco
Cincinnati at Montreal, (n)
Atlanta at New York, ( n) -
Philadelphia at Houston,In) 
Pittsburgh at Los Angeles,
in)
California ( Aase 2-1) at To-
ronto ( Underwood 1-3 or Clancy
2-2), (n)
Seattle ( tkineycutt 2-4) at De-
troit (Wilcox 2-1), (a)
New York (Holtzman 0-0) at
Chicago (Wood 3-3), ( n
Baltimore ( Palmer 3-3) at
Minnesota 4Goltz 0-3), ( n )
Boston ( Lee 5-0) at Kansas
City(Splittorff 4-2), (n)
Milwaukee ( Sorensen 3-3) at
Texas ( Alexander 3-1), ( n)
Wednesday's Games
New York at Cleveland, (n)
Toronto at Baltimore, (n)
Detroit at Milwaukee, (n)
California at Chicago, (n)
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Invites You To Join Us For A
Complete
See Parliamsni,,Picsadilly Circus, W•strninsktr Abby,
Changing Cif .the Guards and r-iiiI.Arrior•
For COMplete Information Ceti:-
MSU Alumni Association Office
(582) 7624737 -
• BALTIMORE (AP) -
Alydar, runnerup to Affirmed
in the Kentucky Derby ap-
pears to favor the Phnlico
Race Course track over which
the 103rd Preakness Stakes
will be contested Saturday.
The Calumet Farm colt,
with jockey Jorge Valesquez
aboard, covered a sloppy six
furlongs- f-1:10 2-5 - the-
fastest time for the distance in-
the current Pimlico meeting.
Valesquez galloped the 2-
year-old through seven
furlongs in 1:25, then showed
an uncanny ability to estfrnate
the horse's speed.
Asked by trainer John
Veitch what he thought
Alydar's clocking for the six
furlongs had been, Valesquez
quickly said: "1:103-5."
"It was 1:10 24," Veitch
said. "How did yoiknow?"
"My head," the jockey
replied.
Veitch said he planned to
blow out Alydar Friday in  a
final workout for Saturday'
Preakness.
The Pimlico sake's barn
gained a pretigious new
resident Monday, but another
Preakness probable was
withdrawn from the middle
event' of thoroughbred
racing's Triple Crown.
Affirmed, who beat Alydar
by 1 k-2 lengths in the Derby,
arrived from Belmont Park,
where he had been stabled
since the victory.
There was no word when
trainer Laz Barrera planned
to work his horse over the
A sacrifice fly by Dwayne
"Murphy capped a two-run
sixth inning that carried
Oakland Over Cleveland. Joe
Coleman gained the vittory
with three innings of one-hit
relief and Elias Sosa notched
his sixth save.
Tigers 4, Mariners 2
Milt May hit a three-run
homer and Jim Slaton pitched
his first iepmplete game in a
Detroit uniform as the Tigers
defeated Seattle. Slaton
scattered five hits in winning
his fourth game in five
decisions.
Blue Jays 10, Angels 6
Held to four hits over the
first six innings, Toronto
scored nine runs in the
seventh in a rally keyed by
Sam Ewing's two-run single to
defeat California. The Blue
Jays sent 14 men to the plate
in their big inning and touched
three California pitchers for
seven hits and four walks. •
.. SEASON OPENS-Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley was on hand to toss out the first ball as the 1978 Little League
Baseball season Monday night. On the receiving end of the pitch is Mike Lamb of the Priates. The Astros beat the Pirates 7-
In the opening game and the A's outscored the Cards 6-3 in the nightcap. Little League games will be played on Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday nights this season with makeup games on Wednesdays and Saturdays. Photo by knob, I. c.unian
Derby Rynnerup Alydar Seems
To Favor Preakness Stakes Track
Pimlico track.
Affirmed was the fourth
Preakness hopeful to check
into Pimlico, with Alydar,
Noon Time Spender and Iron
Legend preceding him. But
Iron Legend was withdrawn
from the Preakness by trainer
Vic Coladonato after an early
morning workout Monday.
Coladonato, the Ma- 1954




When Pete Rose surpassed
the 3,000-hit mark recently, he
often referred to his prototype
and hero, Ty Cobb, whom he
called "the greatest baseball
player who ever lived."
1"-- Cobb, whose Cartier total ̀of
4,191 hits and lifetime .367
average are two of baseball's
safest records, may have been
the game's greatest player,
but he was one poor press
agent for himself. According
to many ballplayers from
Cobb's era, Will Rogers would
have hated Ty Cobb and Dale
Carnegie wouldn't have made.
a dent in the Cobb personality.
Ty Cobb never had a candy
bar named after him; no
movie immortalized him as a
great humanitarian, and all
that remains of the Tv Cobb
toTiis Legend's stall, said he
had taken his lone horse oikt
for a planned one-mile run bid
had to stop after -three
furlongs.
''He couldn't. change leads
down the backstretch," the
former roofer and chicken
farmer said, "His stifle was
bothering him. I won't be able
to get him ready in time."
Coladonato said he thought
Museum in Royston, Ga. is a
plaque hanging in the city
hall.
In their informative book,
Baseball's Best, Mattin Appel
and Burt Goldblatt paint a
picture of ,Cobb that certainly
isn't in the "best interests of
baseball." Aphel says the
inforrnattOfr it -COW 'comes
from Cobb's own
autobiography. and from old-
time ballplayers.
From the time he first put
on a Detroit Tiger uniform on
August 30, 1905, Cobb was
unpopular with his team-
mates," Appel and Goldblatt
wrote. "He ate his meals alone
and kept to himself ... some
players passed years without
speaking to Cobb.
"Personal duels between
Cobb and opponents were not
uncommon. In 1909 there was
Sample Balla
Priory Election, Tuesday, May 23 1978
his Maryland-bred winner of
--the -$35,850 Woodlavm Stakes
here two weeks ago may have
hurt himself when he became
excited in his stall at Bowie
Race Course last Friday.
"It's was a big blow, comhig
so close,1' he said;_ "I _feel
sorry .for everybody who was
pulling for him."
Coladonato said he had no
idea how long Iron Legend
would be out of action.
the celebrated spiking of
Philadelphia's Home Run
Baker, and for years fans
debated whether it had been
ntenti -Cobb once
engaged in a terrible brawl
with the New York Giants'
Buck Herzog during an
exhibition game, continuing
the fight later-Ili-The- club's
hotel and badly beating up the
smaller man."
The authors speculate why
Cobb played with such a fierce
drive, alienating 'both
teanunates and opponents.
They suggest that -in 1905, an
event outside of baseball had a
deep impact on Ty's life."
Attempting to prove his wife
unfaithful, • Ty's father
climbed through the bedroom
window of their home and was
shot and killed by Mrs. Cobb,






The girls tennis team of
Murray High School won their
match with Mayfield High
School at Mayfield Monday by
a score of 9-0.
In the singles* it was Candy
Jackson over Amy Stahr 8-2;
Robin Burke over Mary
Copeland II-2; Carol Dick over
Lori Wolf 8-5; Kathy Outland
over Pryor 8-2; Starr
Jones aver Beth Byers 8-2;
Catherine Dick over Laurie
Miller 8-1.
Winning in the doubles were
Jackson and Burke over Stahr
-41 and Cope1and4i-2; Carol Dick
and Outland over Wolf and
Pryor 8-2; and Jones and
Catherine Dick ofer Byers and
Miller 84.
The Murray girls will host
Christian County today at
home.
MIGHTY BIG SHRIMP
at a mighty small price.
• 9 Golden Fried Shrimp
• Fabulous Fryes
• Tangy Slaw
• 2 Crispy Hushpuppies
Oiler good all day on Wednesday • While Supply Lasts
SEAFOOD SHOPPES
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Purcell To Play In NCAA
tEDITOR'S NOTE: Mel Purcell o(--
Murray, now a member of the
Memphis State Tigers Tennis Team,
has received an invitation to join the
152-player field in the National
Collegiate Athletic Association
tournament, May 913-29, in Athens,
Ga. The following story, written by
Bobby Hall: is reprinted from
Memphis Commercial Appeal.)
By BOBBY HALL
Mel Purcell, the talented freshman
who pacesTMemplus Stares blitz for the
Metro Conference tennis championship
last week, yesteniay was invited to the
National Collegiate Athletic Association
national tournament. May 26-24, in Ath-
ens, Ga
"1 was kind of worried I didn't
know whether I'd get a bid or not," Pur-
cell said. "People kept telling me I'd get
it for sure, but I didn't want to get my
hopes up." -
Purcell. whose record as MSIT's,No. 1
singles player this year was 26-6, be-
lieves his effort in the Metro tourna-
ment last week at Tallahassee, Fla.,
clinched his invisation
"I knew I had to win and ,win big to
impress the NCAA," said Purcell, who
is from Murray, Ky Coach (Tommy)
Buford said to win wing as I could'
Purcell folloWed the advice. He lost
only four games_ in his three singles
matches. He opened with a 6-1, 6-0 de-
feat of St. Louis' Steve Prince. Next he
demolished Florida States highly-re-
garded Ah Kahn, 6-0, 6-1. In the finals
he breezed past Bob Kronauge of Cin-
cinnati, 6-0, 6-2.
While the•tennis tournament was in
progress. Purcell was frequently seen
as a spectator at MSU's baseball games
after having quickly beaten his oppo-
nent.
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see." Purcell said "I'd lost my match at
Auburn and Georgia and I really want-
ed to bounce back And the newspapers
in Tallahasse seemed to be favoring
Florida State."
"I wanted to beat that Flonda State
guy as bad as I could before his home
fans "
Purcell and his Tiger teammates did
not lose a single match in the Metro as
they swept six singles and three dou-
bles titles, sconng 54 points - a per-
fect score MSU has won the Metro ten-
nis crown all three years in which the
tournament has been played.
1 have never played very well in
Athens." Purcell said, "But I'm going to
work real hard the next two weeks to
get ready. I'd like to finish in the Top 16
and make All-America."
The NCAA tournament ,will include
152 players and 16 teams. Stanford is
the top-seeded team and UCLA is sec-
ond seeded.
'I'm sure I'll be psyched up to play,"
said Purcell, who was ranked third na-
tionally among 18-year-olds. Your
mental attitude has to be right because
you're playing the best college players
in the country."
Other Myers invited from Region 3
included Vanderbilt's Chip Tolleson,
Tennessee's Tracy DeLatte, Florida's
Chap Brown, Auburn's Mike anion-
berg, Georgia's Wesley Cash and LSU's
Hal Gorman. Doubles invitations went
to Tennesse's John Gillespie and De-
Lane, Vanderbilt's Tim Stewart and Pe-
ter Lamb, Kentucky's Scott Smith and
Jack Webb, and Georgia's Cash and
Tim Delaney
Purcell and MSU teammate Chip
Hooper, who won the No. 1 doubles title •.
in. the Metro tournament, were named,.
first alternates in doubles.
"I'd say the chances of Mel and Chip
getting into the tournament are pretty
good since they're the first alternate,"
Buford said. "I really thought Mel
would be invited for the singles, but
you hate to get a kid's hopes up too
high."
MSU did not expect to receive a team
bid because of domination of its region
(Region 3) by Louisiana State.
"LSU beat us (5-4) and didn't lose a
match in the region all year," Buford
said. "If you aren't the team selected
from your region, it's very difficult to
get an at-large bid.". -
Teams receiving at-large bids includ-
ed Southern Cal. California, UCLA,
Southern Methodist, Pepperdine, Hous--7-
ton, South Carolina and North Carolina.'
Marvin Webster Knows What
Sonia Mustile To-Top-Nuggets
SEATTLE (AP) .- Marvin
Webster knows what the
Seattle SuperSonics must do
Wednesday night - play their
game simply and effectively.
' The name of the game is go
out and do it," said Webster,
Seattle's 7-foot-1 center,




series against the Denver -
Nuggets.
"1 thought the whole Leath
started slow," he Said of
Sunday's Sonics' loss, which
left Seattle with a 3-2 lead in
the series.
'We'd beat 'em three
straight. It's awfully hard to
beat a team four straight," he
said. "We came out flat ...
there's no question about that.
Wednesday? There's no
question about that either."
Sonics Coach Lenny.Wilkeris
says his team will be playing
wI - rnore Intensity tn -We&---
nesday's game on Seattle's
home court.
"We'll start from the
beginning of the game," he
The Nuggets, who regained
their shooting touch in posting
' See Marjorie Major
Trowel Consultant
FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGEMCY
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS. 47stZimmalk
No Charge by us.




Ibis* Nevi* Office Wee,
711 Asia Street
a 123-114 victory Sunday, don't
appear worried even though
the Sonics boast a 19-game
homecourt, winning streak.
"They got to win one more
'game before they can open
that. champagne,". said
Nuggets rookie. forward
Anthony Roberts-. "We got to
win two. Don't .count us out
yet."
A seventh game, if
necessary, would be played
Friday night in Denver. -
The winner of the series
meets the Washington Bullets
in the championship round,
which begins next Sunday at
the home of the Western
Conference champion.
The Denver trio of David
Thomposon, Bobby Wilkerson
and Ralph Simpson mounted a
scoring resurgence Sunday,
making amends for poor
shooting in the earlier games
of the series.
Thompson had hit just MI
-percent of his field goal--et.-
tempts in the first four games
against Seattle, while
Wilkerson had managed 34





broke loose for 35 points,
Wilkerson hit five of 11 shots
and scored a personal series
high of 13 points, as well as
handing out 10 assists. Sim-
pson came off the bench to hit
five of eight field goal at-
tempts and finished with 12
points.
A study of game films, a
defensive switch and a dif-
ferent offensive strategy
helped Thomlson shake his
slump.
On .films, I noticed I was















on my jump shots," said
Thompson. "I just tried to
shoot normally."
Coach Larry Brown decided
Thompson should guard Gus
Williams, instead of Dennis
Johnson, because "Dennis
was handling the ball so much
for them and wtneeded more
pressure on the ball, but we
didn't want David working so




Boys interested in par-
ticipating in the Calloway
County Basketball Camp for
Boys can begin signing up at
the three county elementary
school, according to camp
coordinator Clayton
Hargrove, basketball coach at
Calloway County High.
The camp will operate two
separate weeks in June.
' Potential baskegball
callipers have until June 2 to
sign up, Hargrove said. A $5
registration fee, which will be
applied to an overall $25 camp
fee, will be collected on
'registration.
Hargrove said he is
currently talking to assorted
basketball lecturers for the
camp, set the week of June 12-
16 and the week of June 26-30.
The first week of camp will be
open to boys in the fourth, fifth
and sixth grades, while the
final week will be for boys in
the seventh, eighth and ninth
grades. The camp will func-
tion each day from 9 a.m. to
noon.
Campers will be vying for
trophies and each camper will
- get a souvenir T-shirt.
Monday's Sports
Transactions




Signed Ray griffin, safety, to
a four-year contract.
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS -
Signed Dennis Baker, of-
fensive guard; Charlie Claud
"'and Tony Barnes, tight ends;
Robert La-Garde, wide









KANSAS - Named Sam
. Frees head swimmitig coach.
KANSAS STATE UNIVER-
SITY Named Lon Kruger





This service is operated on a request basis from 9 A. M. - 10:30 P. M. Mon. - Sat.,
and Sun. from Noon until 10:30 P. M.
Please request each tape by its number
PERSONAL
I. What is Bible Call?
4. Facing an Operation
6. Living With ilIneu '
7. Facing Death
e Loneliness and Whet ,
' Do About It
10. Racial Prejudice
11. Temptations and Hoe To
Fop...Them
12. Overcom ing Nearly .
13- Overcoming 
Depressibi,
14. Why Does God Allow
' Trouble"
-15. The Danger of Rash
Decisions
157. Revenge Is NOT So Sweet
Christians Under
Persecution
184. Courage To Overoome
Trouble
Facing The Storms Of Life
Accepting the Death of A
Loved One
191 Facing Persecution
1% How To Help Thom Who,
Are Suffering
196 God's Answer For Guilt
199 Now To Help Yourself
Become Better
1319A You're A Good Man?
203 The Devil Made Me Do It
204 The Power of Satan In
Your Life
209 Take A LOCIIII At YOM'
Mortetely _ _ .
210 Strength Through Sorrow
230 Depressed- Lite Can Be
Meaningful






14A The Temptation of Suicide
'48 The Priiniem or Loneliness
,4C The Deadening Effect of
Frustration
140 The Conquest of Fear
14E The Escape from Guilt
14F The Reelity of Pain
14G The Blight of Alcohol
101 The Golden Years
14.1 The Burden of Grief
141( The Finality of Death
14L *he Resurrection
14M The peeper Purpose of
Life
14P rs Happiness Just A
Word?
SALVATION
16 What Must I Do To Be
Saved?
17 Why Be Baptized?
18 What Is Baptism?
18A. The Spiritual Meaning of
Baptism
19. Who Should Be Baptized?
. BaptismAnst-Fswgiversess
20. Examples sl Clinusraise
21. Grace
• 22. Faith and Works
23. Jesus the Center of Our
Hope
23A Looking To Jesus
24 What If I Have Been
Baptized Unscr i plurally?
25 The Importance of
Obedience
26 Are We Saved By Faith
Only?
26A Are All Believers Saved'?
27 Repentance
28. Confession of Faith in
Christ
29. Is Silkerity Enough?
31. How Do You Know You
Have Been Saved?
31A From Heaven or From
Men?
34 -What About The Thief On
The Cross"
36 Is Consctenc• A Safe
Guide"
• 39 For What Should an Alien
Sinner Pray"
- 40. Almost Persuaded To Be
A Christian
41. The Holy Spirit - Part I
42. The Holy Spirit - Part II
44 Why Be A Christian?
44A Who Is A Christian"
45 The Crucoltxion
16 Kow Can Man Be
Justified With God"
52. The Promises of God
54. Who Can Go To Harren7
• 98 Why Should You Man to
go to Heaven?
512 The Bible Description of
Heaven
62 Can A Christian Sin and
BeooMe Lost"
76 is Church Membership
nisentteN
143 The New Birth
160 Repent or Perish
169 Shall i Have My Baby
Baptized?
169A Why Baptism Instead of
Sprinkling? •
173 Getting the Best Out
Ourselves
.174 Can You Recommend
Your Religion'
175 Wise and Foolish Builders ,





49 Is The Bible God's Only
I nspired Revelation?
50_ How To Study the Bibb
50A. What Guides You?
51. Helpful Aids in Studying 
the
51A Theilmeit*Of the Bible
53 Is It Really Possible to




129. Purpose of the Old and
New Testaments
1.29A. Are We Under the Ten
--Commandments?
135. Is Doctrine important?
159. The Bible and Claims of
- Later Revelation
197 Do We Really Have the
Bible Today"
219 Did the Bible Come From
God or From Man?
220 Does God Really Exist?
229 Fasting and the Christian
WORSHIP




57A How To Pray •




61 The Importance of
Preaching
toe Should the Lord's Supper. 
beobserved Every
Sunday?










69 Making the Most of Your
Life • --
164. Early Marriage Part 1
leo Early Marriage - Part II
179 What About Marijuana?
187. Facing the Problems on A
Cottage Campus
214. What Youth Can Do
218 When Young People
Leave Home
227 You Can Go Home- Part I






17 InviratIon of the• BItie
47A Whet 411-1111111? •
46 AulhoeMy in Religion
THE CHURCH
30. The Now Testament
-Church. ifs Organization
32. The New Testament
Church Its Names
33. The New Testament
Church - Its Creeds
73. Are All Religious People
-Heeded for the ;Arne
Place
73A. Why So Many Churches"
74. The Qualifications of
Elders and Deacons
77. When and Where Did the
New Testament Church
Begin"
76, TheChurch - Is
Attendance Essential?
123 Creeds- A Source of
Disunity
144 Why artt There So Many
Different Churchee"
148 The Government of the
New Testament Church
.150 What Does the Bible Say
About the Clergy and
Laity?
154 Is Everyone Entitled to his
Own Belief"
112 Choosing A Church '
162A Are You Looking for the
Church of Christ's
Choice"
168 Does It Matter What We
Believe as Long as it is
Honest"
171. That's Just Your
Interpretation
172. You Can be a Christian
Without Joining any
Denomination
183 Christ - Yes) The
Church - No?
153A Is the Church Neosseary"
216 When and Where Did The
New Testament Church
Begin" - Part II
216A Why Not Restore
Chrittlanity?












83 When Your Son Takes •
Wife
84 Eight Causal of Divorce
85. DiVercia and Remarriage
$s.
Mies of Parents
87 Divorce - Is It Really the
Answer?








91: Help for Troubled
M64644264 '
108 Sex in Marriage
146 Teenage Dating - Parents
.153 Key Words in Producing
A Happy Home •
182 Keys to Understanding
Our Children




206 Effective Discipline -
Part II
192 Being A Stepmother
193 Solving Family Problems
201. Training Ygizr.Chltd in
205 Teaching My CNN le
Work
208 Don't Take your Ms For
Granted
212 How To Show Your Chil-
dren YOU Lave Thin-
CHRISTIAN EVIDENCES
.92 F wit:fence of God Fulfilled
Prophecy
• 93; vroorio• ol God:
Scitint if ic Foreariewieage
Evidence of God: Effects
of the Bible
95 Evidence of God: Design
and Order
97 The Tragedy of
Disbelieving
ee VVes Christ Actually
Raised From the Dear
99 Jesus in Nistory
100 The ,Testimony of the
Early Martyrs
101 Strengthening Our Faith
101 A God's Word"
1018 Through Faith
102 Christ in Prophecy
103 A List of Recent Books and
Article* an Christian
Evident*,
140 Archeology and. Recent
Otd-Tistlinent CrIscov-
140A Who Wrote the Bible?
176 Why Christianity in
Preference to Other
Religions?
189 Is Christ Really the Son
of God"
SCIENCE AND RELIGION
104 Evolution and the Bible
105 Theistic Evolution,
196. A List of Books and
Articles on Evolution and
the Bible
224. God or Matter - VVhictl?
225 Evolution, What Do the
Fossils Say?
501 The Artie Tern
502 The Kangaroo - God's
Design
503 Was the Earth Created by
Cheops?
504 What is God?
505. Caveman and the Bible
505 The Fossil Record
507 How Was the Creation
Created%
506 Cruvicii of the Gods




107 Sex Before marriage
109 Homosexuality
110 The Son of Adultery
112 Situation Ethics - Dose
Love Make Our Wrongs
Become Right"
124 Whet is Gambling?
*207 What Is Wrong With
Gambling?





117. Whet It Means To Be Lost
118. Hell - Is it A Reality?
119 Whet is Nell Like?
120 The Final Resurrection
121 The End of the world
300 Sowing arid Reaping
GENERAL INTEREST
35 Sanctlficetion
75, A Way That Is Right and
Cannot Be Wrong
- iseueregeD ux Atcoho
Marriage 
,
71 ‘.0H°r:no.wenwo:119"1 wH,uvsssR"te-assosema,:ndRoopQns,P°7sl'b7:7.._„e".„_ ...71.1r.1:33,262._elercam7L__4409den,H11:11:011 YMRser'ili rgamthec6rjitio::sownoni.inev..1"....VC.siser;:17
Wiwi of Children Possession
142. History as Ian Through -
the
Snake Handling
177. TIsallsesIng of Not
h9
S- *bout17Z Smoking?-
NH.. The Virgin Birth
MS. Softy ObrIstian
• RISSIIIMMOR
PH. Vslet-IeSSISit Avail y .L Ike? -
rm. Ceirtettan Nierestion .
226 Freedom at What Price? --
BIBLE STORIES FOR
CHILDREN
601 Getting to Know God
602 How Our World Began
603 Living Creatures Appear
604 The First People
606 The First Home
606 Adam and- Eve Disobey
607 The First Two Brothers
606 More people On Earth
609 The Cleat Floojd
610 The Rambov^: ornise
611. The Tower of Babel
612. Job is Tested
613. Job Passes the Teal
614. God Galls Abram
615. Some Servants Quarrel
616. The Battle of Kings
617. 'New Names
618. Visitors From Heaven
_ 619. The Day It Rained Fire
020. Two Boys In Abraham's-
House
621. Abraham's Greatest Test
822. Rebekah, An Answer To
Prtryer
623. A WIN for !saw
824. Twins , Who- Made A
Bargain
625. Jacob and Rabeirah's
Trick
626. Fi Loam the Birthright
827 Jacob's Wonderful proem
628. Jacob is Fooled
629 Jacob Runs Away
630 Jacob Wrestles whn an
Angel
631 Joseph the Dreamer
632 How A Brother Was hold
63.3 Joseph Works As A $INS
634 Joseph In Prison
635 Joseph Meets the King of
Egypt
636 The Hungry Brothers
837 Benjamin Goes to Egypt
638 "I Am Joseph"
639 All Together Again
640. The Death of Jacob
641. The Princess Adopts a
Baby
642. Moses Runs For His Life
643. God . Calls His Leaser
844. ."Let My People Go!"
645. Water Turned To Blood
--7---6813. Frogs in this %Nat
447. Flees Cover the Grain('
. 646. Three Bleak Days
649. Saved by the Blood
660. Free At Last
651. Walking Through A Sea
652. Victory Song
653. Thirsty Travelers
654 Food in the Desert -,
655. Kelp for A Tired Leader
SONGS Of INSPIRATION
5-3. "0 For A Closer, Walk
S-2. "Never Grow OW'
S-1. 'W'NitihghGt(W)d i.t,h Ebon
S-4. "Psalm of Praise"
S-5. "0 Morn of Beauty''
5-6 " 0T  jlesOveusT..hat Wilt Not Let
Me Go"
GoS-1 "I Will Arise and To
Can 
-Wheileari Read MyTitle 
S-9. "A
S-10. "Praise To Gbd, immortal
pralil Preise To Thee'so,.  '
S-11. 
Are Spoken




S-,13. "Early My God Without
Daley"
5-14. "Lord for Thy Mercies
Sake"
5-15, ' 'Love For Aii"
S-16. Mow Kindly Thou Ham
Led 
h e-S-17. "l Bring My Sins ToTee
-S-18. "All Things Praise They
S-19. "Rayne Us Again"
5-20. -"I Will Sing The
Wondrous Story"
..:ROdi o enif Apse'
"Wonderful
anng
"JOWL Layer of My




8-27 "In The Hour of Trial"
3-28 "Jesus Is Tenderly






163 A List of AubteCti Ave
able on Bibie Call
IUi
Added Sines Our Moss Re
cent _Brochure Was
• Printed
Bible Call is a Service of AM Seventh & Poplar Church of Christ
a
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plan for saving the OVC's
automatic bid to the NCAA
Division I Basketball Tour-
nament, in a nutshell, doubles
the number of teams par-
'cipating in the post-season
lassie.
Vanatta, in a letter to the
CAA Division I basketball
nunittee, has submitted a
Ian that would include at
ast one team from every
vision I Conference in the
country in a 64-team bracket.
Vanatta has scheduled a
eeting with the committee to
explain his plan at the 'corn-
ttee's next session July 12 in
ark City, Utah.
In a letter to Thomas W.
ernstedt, assistant executive
director of the NCAA, Vanatta
makes a pretty good case for
is 64-team plan.





tennis team defeated the
Murray High Tiger boys team
7-2 in a match played at the
Cardinals home court Monday
afternoon.
Mark Overbey and Mickey
Cochran were the only two
Tigers to score victories in the
match. Overbey beat Chris
Harwood 8-6 and Cochran
defeated Jeff Stahr 8-6.
In other single's matches,
Ashley Smock fell,to Barry
Elliott 8-6; Paul Austin lost to
Kenny Sumner 8-2, Mark
Austin was defeated by
Emerson Maddoz 8-2 and Mike
Cappock was beaten by John
Dolan 8-3.
Murray High was also
defeated in three doubles
matches. Smock and Cochran
lost to-.Elliott and Stahr 8-6;
Overbey and Paul Austin lost
to Harwood-Sumner 8-4 and
Mark Austin and Cappock fell
to Maddox-Dolan 8-1.
Murray High will take to the
_courts again today at 3:30
p.m. in a home match with
Christian County.
that if a conference can meet
the criteria for Division I, then
they should be allowed a spot
in the NCAA tourney,"
Vanatta says in the letter.
Other portions of the letter
say:
"If the present plan
recommended by the NCAA
Basketball Division I Com-
mittee and approved by the
executive committee, goes
into effect next spring it would
create "_a hardship upon a
number of members which
needs not be so. The finances
which a team and conference
receives from participation in
the NCAA can make the dif-
ference of a first . grade con-
ference.
"For example, the unof-
ficial report of a team's share
in last March's tournament,
who played_two games, such
as our OVC representative
Western Kentucky, could
amount to around $110,000
which means a lot to a con-
ference such as the Ohio
Valley Conference and others.
Why take this aid from a
conference? Why not give'
every Division I Conference
a shot at the 'jack pot'?"
Vanatta Concluded his letter
with an appeal to the com-
mittee to change the
recommended plan which will
eliminate the OVC's
automatic bid.
"Make the bracket big
enough to include a
representative of every
Division I conference, top
independent schools and if still
the desire, to include top
second teams from the con-
ference — if their record
should warrant. If this takes a
64-bracket plan (1 have sub-
mitted such a plan to you), or
a 48-bracket, 40, etc. Basically
give every conference a
chance for national tour-
nament play.
• Vanatta's 64-team bracket
would include the seeding of
the top sixteen teams in the
country by a board of experts
selected by the NCAA. After
the top 16 have beerrseeded, a
son4 sixteen seeds would be
made which would bring the
total of seeded teams to 32.
To select the other half of
the 64 teams, the board would
again, from their ratings
name the final 32 teams to be
placed in a bracket of that
number of teams. The final 32
teams selected would play
each other in what would
become the first round of the
NCAA tournament.
The winners of the first
round would advance to the
second round where they
would play the "second 16-
seeded teams." The winners
of the second round would then
advance to the final 32-team
bracket where they would
meet the "first 16-seeded
teams."
Vanatta proposes that op-
S
Norton Says He'll Prove WBC




Calif. (AP) — Ken Norton
would. rather have won the
heavyweight boxing cham-
pionship in the ring, but he
vows to prove that the World
Boxing Council did not make a
'mistake in stripping Leon
Spinks of the title and giving IL
to hftn.
"The most important. thing 
aboutmy 'fight with Larry
Holmes is to win it," the 32-
year-old ex-Marine said
intently.
Training at this Massacre.
Canyon site for his June 9
Graduation Sale
The New .College Shop
Has What You Want For
Graduation







defense in Las Vegas against
the undefeated Holmes,
Norton shows his pride, some
frustration and determination
to uphold the WBC's action.
"Damn it," he almost
shouted when he slipped
during a sparring session with
ranking heavyweight Stan
Ward. And he kicked a water
bucket when Ward eluded him
in a corner.
Norton -Allies a Lincoln
Continental to his workouts,
but from then on, he is a man
in gruelling training for a
battle to prove himself.
He thinks Muhammad All
will beat Spinks, the 1976
Olympic champion, and
regain the World Boxing
Association version of the 
ponehls in thl 32-team first
round bracket be determin
by (I.-8w with the team having
the !pest season record hosting
the game.
Ir the second round, the
seeded team would host the
game and the third round
(final 32 teams) would be
played at designated sites as
in the past.
We don't know how ac-
ceptable the plan will be to the
NCAA executive committee.
For one thing, even though
Vanatta has projected the first
round of such a tournament in
1971 could begin on March 3
and the finals would follow on
March 26, we think a 64-team
tournament would be a scary
undertaking to many folks.
We support Vanatta's, or
anybody else's effort to retain
the OVC's automatic bid to the
tournament. We hope a
suitable method can be
worked out.
their fight.
"You wait and look," he
said.
"Basically, what I'm
working on is my jab to nullify
his jab. I think he is a very
good fighter with a very fluid
jab. I think mine is harder.
I'm working on cutting the
ring in half. I'm working to
make him fight more. I'm
working on my power.
ni use the -sail* -
techniques I used against All.
I've been fighting that way too




















All Games Played At Ft. Campbell High School





Richard fired a four-hit, 11-
strikeout masterpiece to beat
Philadelphia 5-1 last week,.
Richie Hebner of the Phillies
quipped that "he's so big out
there that when he throws the
ball you could almost smell his
breath."
Monday night, the 6-foot-8
right-hander breathed down
the Phillies' necks again, this
time with his second two-
hitter of the season as the
Astros rolled to a 5-0 triumph.
In the only other National
League games, Reggie
Smith's two-run double in the
ninth inning enabled the Los
Angeles Dodgers to edge the
Pittsburgh Pirates 7-6 while
Jerry Turner's bases-loaded
single in the 14th gave the San
-Diego Padtes a -44- victory
over the St. Louis Cardinals.
The only Philadelphia hits
off Richard, who struck out
nine, were consecutive fifth-
inning singles by Hebner and
Garry Maddox. After the
runners advanced on a wild
pitch, Richard retired Bob
Boone on a soft liner to
shortstop and Bud Harrelson
on an easy fly ball. • -
'•I had better stuff the last
time out," Richard said.
"They hit the ball hard early
in the game, but I was just
lucky that they were hitting it
in the right spots. I had to
pitch better tonight than I did
the last time because I didn't
have my real good stuff. I had
to kick my own tail a few
times to get my rhythm
back."
Richard received offensive
support from Bob Watson,
who hit a two-run homer, and
Cesar Cedeno, who collected
two singles, stole two bases
and scored three runs.
Dodgers 7, Pirates 6
Smith's two-run double
capped a three-run ninth in-
ning against Bert Blyieven
Al Oerter Shooting For Gold
championship, but fears Ali
wants no more of Norton. Medal Is. Discus In Olympics
"I hope he does, but I don't
think he will," Norton said. "I
don't think All wants to put his
heart into it any more." t•
The WBC champion terms
Holmes, of Easton, Pa., "a
cheap imitation of Ali" and
bristles when it is suggested
that the 26-year-old Holmes
might have the best left jab in
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
The ghost of gold medals
past showed up in California a
couple of weekends 'ego to
remind Mac Wilkins that, yes,
Al Oerter really is throwing
the discus again.
Oerter had a rather or-
dinary 192-foot toss in the
meet at UCLA and, as ex-
- .---Peeleogr,7!Iiiilkifis won easily,
But the presence in the
competition of the 41-year-old,
four-time Olympic champion
cast a long shadow over
Wilkins and the others
training for the 1980 Games at
Moscow.
"Yeah, I'm back," Oerter
said brightly.
Yeah, Wilkins and the
others noticed.
"I am working for the
Games," Oerter said. "I'm
very intent and, based on what
I've seen, I think I have a
chance."
He is a throwback to another
time, a track and field relic
who was packed away in
mothballs after capturing his
fourth straight gold medal in
. 1968 at Mexico City. He was 31
then and he walked away from
the sport a champion. And, for
seven years, he stayed away.
"There were three reasons
that I quit when I did," Oerter
explained. "I was hurt. I had
neck and rib problems all the
time. That was No.1 . No.2 was
that everybody was setting
goals for me. They were other
peoplIfs goals, not mine. And
third was my family. My.
daughters were growing up
and I wanted to be with them
more."
So the discus and the
Olympics got along without
Oerter for a while. In 1972 at
Munich, lAidvik Danek of
Czechoslovakia won the gold.
HIS- inning thrôw was 211'
feet, 3 inches, 15 inches lest
than Oerter had achieved in
_ winning 'the gold medal at.
__Mexico Gity four years
earlier. 'In 1976, AC-Montreal.
Wilkins brought the gold back
to the United States with a
throw of 2214. By then, Oerter
had decided to start throwing
again.
"I knew what I had to do,
what kind of regimen I would
need to follow," he said. "I
had the plan. All I had to do
was do it."
At first, there were
problems. "When I started
throwilig again, it was as if I
had never done it before," he
said. "I kept hurting myself,
pulling a shoulder or a calf.
For aix or eight months, I had
trouble. I couldn't work. What
do you train if everything is
pulled?"
Oerter's body rebelled for a
while, but eventually
cooperated. And soon, the plan
began delivering. It included
distance goals. For 1976, he
wanted to reach 180 feet and
made 181. For 1977, the target
was 200 feet and he hit 205.
"If I could throw 200 last
year, then the plan is
working,'' Oerter said. This
year, the goal in115 and.his
best so far is 203. "I think 215
is achievable by August," he
said.
that included pinch-hitter
Manny Mota's bunt single, Vic
Davalillo's Infield hit and Bill
Russell's RBI 'single before
Smith -delivered the game-
winning hit. Smith also hit- a
two-run homer in the seventh
inning after the Pirates had
taken a 6-1 lead in the top half.
Pittsburgh's Willie Stargell
belted a two-run homer and
moved ahead of Roberto
Clefnente into second place on
the Pirates' all-time RBI list-
with 1,307. -
Padres 4, Cardinals 3
Turner's bases-loaded
single with two out sent the
Cardinals to their fifth con-
secutive defeat. The Padres
took a 3-1 lead off Dave
Hamilton in the seventhlVining
on a two-run homer by Gene
Tenace and a solo shot by
rookie Rick Sweet. The
Cardinals tied it in the eighth
on Jerry Mumphrey's single,
a Walk, an RBI single by Ted
Simmons and a throwing error








Mike yosir reservations now to cane this year.
a sosantain vacation the funway at Fon-
ta Great Smokies largest resort.
Take peer pick. ..horseback_ riding, par-3 golf.
tends; square dancing„.. everything is more fist
M Faatana! From basalishing in Fontana` Lake
to trustfeiarg in famous nearby dreams: from
swiling la knatetpseli to water skiing in Me
midst et antic mountains — Fontana is the tow
spot in Ike badges. Choose from 300 cottages or
the 51-room kidge.
A..- WA, Fr. Ophr
FONTANA DAM, NORTH CAROLINA 28733
ORIGINAL OIL PAINTINGS
From Around The World
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Tallying the high oast Of!iiisr
winter's fuel may be the onto.,
reminder for some people that
7---an energy crisis still exists.
Many people have replaced
concern with apathy, as they
continue a lavish use of energy.
They are only postponing the
day of reckoning by ignoring
the problem. points out Isaac
Asunov, the well-known sci-
ence-fiction writer, who .has
...long sniped the fuel problem_
•'If we take a little trouble,
endure a little discomfort, the
price we must pay in a few
It
The Door Is Open- The Time Is Now!
Let us show you through
these homes!
Teach Your Dollars To Muth* Fast
All new six unit apartment complex North of Murray,
Capacity rented with waiting list. Living room, dining,
kitchen With all appliances, two-bedrodms and bath in
each apartment. For your tax shelter, the search ends
here. •
Renting is Non-cents.. .Sunny and cheerful-2 bedroom,
living room, dining area, kitchen and utility, Have to
see inside to appreciate. Low 20's
Some people just go to nice places. Smart people live
there. Enjoy the good life every day in this 3 bedroom,
large living room, 10 x 30 sun room, and garage with
electrit door opener. Priced right.
Likiiiiiiiintenance free smaller home near the center
0110Sen.liospital and School? We've got just the thing! 3
bedrooms, utility and carport. Priced in low 20's.
Midas Could Do No Bitted
Economically priced 2 bedroom home on ap-
proximately '42 acre lot.. Electric heat.. Pony




When Your Riches Are Kids, Not Money
And you are looking tor yotkcjiwn home, let us sh9w
et reed family home witti-it bedrooms, comfortable
living room, patiti77i20 and poich for outdoor !visit .
Carport . lot large enough for the kids to play plus a
garden area Priced in the low 20's. Call us for more in-





fieltn -Spann- 751-8579 101 Payne-753-9794.




But energy, sources must be
used sparingly during the tran-
sition period, he cautions. If
not, our children will .pay the
price, and the under-40 set may
well live to pay aLso..
Asimov, who wrote the fanta-
sy, "Nightmare Life Without
Fuel," assisted the York Divi-
sion of Borg-Warner, the heat-
ing and cooling people, in pre-
paring the facts for a booklet
they are distributing, "Energy
in Your Home.".
Pointers from Rai booklet
might provide a new per-
spective on saving energy'
Solar Energy. It is not now
economically practical as a
major .source of energy in the
home, it costs $8,000 to $10,000
or more to put it into a single
family house. As costs drop,
and fuel prices rise, these sys-
tems will move northward,
hclwever.
We will be able to make use
of solar energy and nuclear fu-
sion for billions of years along
with subsidiary 'sources - with
running water, tides, ocean
warmth, Earth's internal heat,
even coal, Asiniov reniinds us
Meanwhile, we must be frugal
in our use of fuel.
There are low cost heating
plans available. The University
of Illinois has designed such a
house and people building a
new home have a great oppor-
tunity to cut energy costs.
For example, two-by-six
studs may be used which al-
lows 5,-2 inches of insulation in
walls. Little or no extra lumber
expense is entailed, because the
studs are set 24 inches apart in-
stead of the usual 16 inches.
The design of the house and
its orientation on ,the site Can
be fuel Savers. South-facing
-----Windows can be 901fir collectors
In winter. On other sides win-
dows should be at a mmurnum,
for views and daylight.
Savings can be made, too, by
locating living areas on the
south and east sides, bedrooms
on the north.
Many new windows come
with triple glazing, a double
pane and a movable storm
pane, 'other energy savers.
Heat loss rns'y be cut down by
tightly woven or lined drap-
eries, Venetian blinds or roller
shades.
Common heating and cooling
systems are explained:
These include forced warm
air heat which can provide
cooled HU III summer; forced
hot water heat which can be
zoned with separate thermostat
fields; electric baseboard heat
which is used where electric
rates are low; newer heat
pump systems, "an air COntti-
. tioner that reverses itself in
, winter when it extracts heat
from outside air - even if it is
20 degrees - and delivers it in-
side." Supplementary heat may
. ..he required.
, Cutting down on the use of
hot water is one good way to
cut fuel bills. Fifteen to 20 per-
cent ri total energy expense
goes to heat water and keep it
hot for 8,760 hour's per year. In
fact 75 to 90 .percent goes for
heating, cooling or hot water.
Cut down en some pleasur-
able experiences now, and the
future may not be too grim.
Asimov has envisioned a time
when we may take lukewarm
sponge baths, heat the house
only in the morning and use
lights sparingly.
Information on sources to
contact on energy savings is
also provided.
,
The free booklet may-be ob-
tained from York, ,Division,
Borg-Warner, Dept. 14, Box






























A NARR(V-LOT will houseldsninch home. It is Ontr 34 feet 5
inches across but holds a many-windowed living roam, a U-
shaped kitchen adjacent to a family room, three bedrooms and
two baths. Plan HA1040C has 1,130 square feet and was designed
by Lester Cdhen For more information write to the architect _
enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope-at Room 505. 48









SOLAR ENERGY house of circular design has two
ramps, one leading to the main floor, the other to
the upper bedroom level.
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
•'The only.good examples in
residential architecture," says
Egil P. Hermanovski, "are the
homes designed by architects
for themselves."
This Latvian architect, a nat-
uralized American citizen since
1952, doesn't accept con-
ventiqnal concepts of house de-
sign. It is his belief, backed up
by many award-winning homes
and buildings, that a house can
be built in any form or shape
for no more than a con-
ventional rectangular dwelling
of the same size.
"It isn't that some architects
don't have imagination and
original ideas," explains Her-
manovski, "but what happens
between those ideas and the fi-
nal result is always a com-
promise with the home owner,
v.ho is always conventional and
conservative. If the architect
has courage, as a few do, he
uses his originality in his own
house."
In his youth a three-time na-
tional slalom ski champion of
Latvia, Hermanovski gravi-
tated naturally to architecture,
since his father, Theodor, also
was an architect. Actually,
Theodor Hermanovski was bet-
-- --4arielown as a statesman and
gamerally acknowledged 'to be.
one of the three founders of the
free state of Latvia, now in the
Russian camp. Once Egil
• turned to designing, his pro-
gressive style in both archi-
tecture and art ( he also IS an
artist whose work has been ex-
hibited in several galleries) so
annoyed the Nazi regime that
. he was imprisoned in 1944.
Most of the renderings of the
•
designs in a book Hermanovski
is just completing appear to be
of houses that have been sculp-
tured. "They are," he says,
"for people who want individ-
ual homes. Not everybody will
like all the designs. I can only
hope that some people like
some of them."
What does Hermanovski, a
resident of Long Island, see for
housing in the futtile?
"In not too many years, there
will be no need for archi-
tectural designs for houses. Ev-
erything will be mass pro-
duced, manufactured and deliv-
ered on the site after being se-
lected from a catalogue. This
might not be a bad idea if The
manufacturers of prefabricated
houses would give designers the
freedom to use their, talents,
because if prefabrication is
done with originality, it could
produce excellent results in
residential -architecture. What I
am afraid of is that the good
architects will specialize
non-residential building. If this
happens, it will be difficult to •
find talented. architects in the
home construction field. And
eventually only a handful of ar-
chitects will be needed in the
entire United States." •
One encouraging note seen by
'Hermanovski IS that solar ener,
gy for heating and cooling may
change design concepts and








Don't let the low price fool
you. -This Model 1030 can do
everything your kitchen range
can do! With Charmglow, all




OlympiC Plaza, Murray, Ky.
753-4150
Do-it-yourselfers will find
much valuable information in
Andy Lang's handbook, "Prac-
tical Home Repairs," available
by sending $1.50 to this news-
paper at Box 5. Teaneck, N.J.
07666.); _
Here's the Answer Eg
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
- I have often read in-
structions about one aspect or
the other of refinishing a piece
of furniture, but what I would
like to see is a complete start-
to-finish schedule of such an op-
eration I have a reason, of
course I am about to refinish
an old bureau that is otherwise
in excellent condition. It ap-
pears to be made of some kind
of hardwood, although I don't
know too much about that Sub-
ject. Can you give me full in-
structions on how to proceed?
I'd like to use a stain on the
wood.
A. - Space reasons preclude
all details in the replies to all
questions selected, but here's
an attempt to give you most of
what toil want. The rirat thrne
to do is to rub down a small
section of the bureau with
denatured alcohol to be certain
that it really needs a refinish-
ing. Sometimes all it requires
is a cleaning. If it does need
attention, use a varnish remo-
ver to take off' the old finish.
There are several varieties on
Solar Heating Popular in Hawaii
By HOLLY KURTZ
Associated Press Writer
HONOLULU (AP) - Resi-
dents of Hawaii are soaking up
the sun in more ways than one
as solar energy projects sprout
in increasing numbers across
the islands
Government and private
sources spent $2.5 million on so-
lar demonstration projects in
Hawaii last year, compared to
$160,000 for 1975 and 1976, ac-
cording to a state government
report.
Nearly 2,000 solar-operated
water heater's have been in-
stalled in homes and businesses
across the state in the past
three years, a Hawaiian Elec-
tric Company survey showed.
Sales may jump if a federal
tax credit for solar energy de-
:rites is approved 'Local resi-
dents are waiting to determine
the tax credit, said Tom Bren-
nan, Pacific representative of
the federal `Department.. of.
Energy. -
Itiwaii residents are already
-analtiedqa.a state Lai credit at
perhat 01,113e.. cost-ot_a_satas._
..eriergy device.
Solar energy 'I not a new
built tioaientade solar vokter
—Theaters in the Airly tak-
ing advantage of Hawaii's year-
round srurishine.
The islands' position near the
Equator allows them to receive
1
intense radiation since the sun
is directly overhead for part of
the year.
Mounted atop the three wings
of the.apartment building are
164 solar panel collectors, each
With government dollars and, about three feet wide by six
pleas for energy conservation
adding incentive, the number of
firms installinv solar heating
,units has grown from eight to
nearly 30 in one year, accord-
ing to the State Energy Office.
In using the sun's rays for
energy, collectors placed on
rooftops absorb the rays. They
are used to heat water, to heat
or cool indoor air, and to pro-
duce' electricity. Of the various
uses, solar Water-heating is the
most economically feasible
now, according to federal and
state officials. .
Among the businesses adding
solar collectors are four Waik-
iki hotels, which won Depart-
ment of Energy grants totaling
more, than $1 million.
"Hawaii was *fortunate. We
got almost one-third of the
.grant . money" Flobert




feet long The sunlight is ab-
sorbed by the collectors, which
heatWater in copper tubes.
The system saves from $8 to
$22 on tenants' monthly electric














COWERheaters for single family.
dences in low-Income areas and • ipatt Kentucky
447Thelnableoieka4"3"."1"weer_iieur.bat4:40-iie„P4 ,,,r1e4--L—anosi Coates
tern installed last August at MT Norsk Morns
Banyan Street Manor, a 55-Unit us 44i
Honolulu apartment building. Across hem Coisoisi
provides up to 66 gallons of hot smortahhiwil








The CASE Mod 80 is a brand .new riding
mower with a yard full of high perform-
ance features:
• Easy access controls
✓ Single lever travel control
• Totally enclosed engine
.• Turf saver tires =
Electric Start
✓ Tow-behind attachment hitch.
And, now you can catch. what you cut. ab-
Befte.4
limited time offer. 
.
•
the market, so be certain to fol-
low the manufacturer's direc-
tions in every respect, in-
cluding what to use and how to
use it in rinsing the wood after
the finish is removed. If the
remover takes out all 'the color
in the wood, fine. If not, try
sanding, but don't overdo it,
since the previous stain may be
deeply imbedded and impos-
sible to remove. In that event,
you'll have to use a com-
mercial bleach of the kind sold
in hardware and paint stores,
again carefully following the in-
structions.on the container. An-. -
ply a coat of seater. After 24
hours, put on the stain. Wait
another 24 hours, then apply a
second coat of sealer. When
that is thoroughly dry, you are
ready for whatever ilietecial •
you have chosen for the final
finish. Since you have elected
to stain the wood, you want a
clear finish, in which case you
might consider one of the syn-
thetic varnishes. After that, de-
cide on -Whether the finish is
smwth enough. If it isn't, a
light sanding with a wet-or-dry
sandpaper is in order. Or you
can rub down the finish with
powdered pumice, followed by
a similar treatment with pow-
dered rottenstone. That's about
as much detail as space will 51-
low, but several paragraphs
could be devoted 'to the appli-
cation of each material and the
sanding and rubbing proce-
dures, which might carry us
right on through this newspaper
to the back page.
I The techniques of using var-
nish, lacquer, shellac, stain,
bleach, etc., are detailed in
Andy Lang's helpful booklet,
"Wood Finishing in the Home,"
available by sending 35 cents
and a long, STAMPED, self-ad-
dressed envelope to Know-How,
P.O. Box 477, Huntington, N.Y.
11743 Questions of general in-
terest will be answered in the
column, but individual corre-




Outdoor Power Equipment Division
TENNECO
McKeel Equipment Ess:











Attention All Homeowners And Contractors Treas
Bldg. Materials Now Has A Toll Free Number. Just For
Youl
FREE DElIVERY
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MAKING FINAL plans for the Third Kentucky Little Miss
Pageant to be held Sunday, May 21, at p. m. at the
Lovett Auditorium, Murray State University, are Cynthia
Hart, left, and Ann Spann of the Tau Phi Lambda Sorority
Woodmen of the World, sponsor of the pageant. The
sorority met at the WOW build/hg on Tuesday, May 9.
Other members present were Martha Andrus, Donna
Garland, Jean Richerson, Linda Fain, Marilyn Herndon,
Judy Scruggs, and Ernestine Garland.




With Gorhc R-ead and ' 2 price on
Combinat,en Soiod with meal,0n,
'Super Special For Kids 1'
Spaghetti and Salad /2 Price
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 P.M.
• •
TREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
You Can't Eat This Good

























Olir SECURITY JUST THE USUAL EVEAY -
6U4R17? PAY AVERAGE FAMILY
PIANA- WHAT'S PROBLE - Mb 6 61 NG , .41
WISH
1 ... 11111 "NOW 1 *ChiiEW
'ITN sgilt41, N*
. i
Let's Stay Well By F J L Blasengame.
High Fiber Diet Helps -
Weight Loss And Relieves Constipation
Q: Mrs. M. G. writes to
ask if it is true that bran
may help a person to lose
weight, as well as to help
to relieve constipation.
A: Studies have shown
that persons on the same
intake of calories lose
weight on a high fiber diet.
Wheat bran can be one
source of such fiber, as can
fruit, yegetables and other
materials or foods that
contain indigestible sub-
stances.
The binding of bile acids
to plant fibers changes the
action of the acids in the
intestine and increases the
water content of the fecal
material in the bowel and
the excretion of fat in the
stool. This loss of fat is the
principal reason why a
high fiber diet assists in
weight loss when the total
consumption of calories is
not increased. _ .
Because of the increased
amount of water in the
stool, its softness and its
greater volurne,lhe time it
takes for the intestine to
transmit feces through the
bowel is less. Intestinal
mobility is increased.
These factors tend 'to re-
lieve constipation as a re-
suit of the high fiber con-
tent of the diet.
BURN SCARS CHANGE
TO CANCERS
Q: Mr. B. B.., now 45
)ears of age, writes thit
he had burns on his legs
when he was a boy. The
sears have been trouble-
some off and on for years.
In recent weeks, he has
had one ()pen sore develop
on his skin.
He is beginning to won-
der if the ulcer is a cancer
rather than an infection.
He asks whether cancers
occur in such scars.
L-
A: Burn scars can be-
come cancerous - often
"years after the .original
burn. Scars on the lower
limbs appear to be more
prone to show malignant
changes.
The outlook from such
cancers is largely depend-
ent on whether they have
'spread to the regional
lymph nodes.
I strongly advise you not
to guess about the exact
diagnosis, but to see a
physician promptly for an
accurate diagnosis and ap-
propriate treatment.
'Back To Basics' Report By rvISU's Usher
Is Being Circulated Throughout Kentucky
A report prepared by Dr.
Richard H. Usher of Murray
State University as a follow-up
of a statewide conference in
November to analyze the
"Back to Basics" concept in
American education has been
circulated in all 50 states.
• Usher was commissioned by
the Committee on Instruction
and Professional Develop-
ment of the Kentucky
• Education Association (KEA)
te develop the report, which is
• now in its second printing.
Copies have been
distributed to the affiliate of
the National . Education
Then he emphasized the
need for "a realization of the
promise and importance of
collaboration among parents,
teachers, public officials,
college personnel, and the
general public" beginning
with "a statement of agreed-
upon basic beliefs relative to
the nature of persons and their
growth."
As his third basic
ingredient, he advocated
"inclusion of those we wish to
help - the children." At the
conclusion to the introduction,
he noted "with some twinges
of guilt, that we all have
Association (NEA) in each than a simple one, to define discussed, conferre
d,
state-',- -wed-  to- --14-Eipt -and inipleaaant: ' • ruounced, and crevidecLtheiefe
headquarters in Washington,
C. A third printing of the
report is considered likely this
fall.
Called in Louisville to give
in-depth consideration to the
"back to basics" outcry which
has been used to characterize
many concerns in public
education -today, the con-
ference included a cross-
section of teachers, ad-
tninistrators, parents, public
officiak, and college per-
sonnel.
'TELL HIM TO WEAR -
IT THE NEXT TIME
HE pt.ms...
They spent an entire day
exchanging views, and Usher
prepared the conference
report "as a basis of
developing recommended
positions for the KEA
leadership to take," according
to June Lee of Jefferson
County, chairperson of the
sponsoring committee.
Usher, Who joined the
Murray State faculty in the
fall of 1977 as a professor in
the Department of Instruction
and Learning, pointed out in
his introduction to the 24-page
report that the question of
basics is a complex, rather
He listed "the need for three
basic ingredients" in the wake
of his study of all views of-
fered at the conference.
First is the need, he said, for
"a tangible demonstration
that we, the educational
establishment, truly hear and
accept the public clamor for
back to basics" caused by a
feeling among many people
that "schools have become too
of children without ilivolVwft.
them in any significant way tk(
the process."
His report includes a list of
the major concepts presented
during the conference, along
with "a teacher's soliloquy"
and "a parent's lament,"
followed by a list of 10 beliefs
he feels all concerned in-
dividuals can accept "with
confidence of overwhelming
support." These are:
- Individual human beings
are the most important things
in the world.
- Children are people.
- Each person is unique.
- When any human being is
lost or diminished, everybody
loses.
- Our children are "all
right" when we get them.
- Every human being can
change, and change for the
better, as long as he or she
lives.
- How a person feels is
more important than what
that person knows._ - _
- Our task is to bOd be0.er
people.
- Methods of peace are
superior to those of war.
- People can rule them-
selves. •
Usher said the list of beliefs
"may become a launching pad
for pooling of all resources in
the development of a better
education for the future."
properly educating- -rottr--:




BUT I'LL TRY ANqTHiNG
f;r
IT'S A PUSSY WILLOW





















Performances of the Los
Angeles" Philhannide-
taped during 1978-79 and
broadcast coast-to-coast
during the spring of 1979 on the
National Public Radio (NPR
network.
WKMS--PM, the public
radio voice of Murray State
University, will tvadcast the
concerts as part of its NPR
programming at 91.3 on the
FM dial.
The series of broadcasts
marks the first time in the 59-
year history of the world-
famous orchestra that it will
have a nationwide audience
for a complete season of 26
performances.
NPR member station
KtYST-FM in Los Angeles
will produce the bradcasts.
Funds for the .production will
be provided by the Cor-
poration for Public Broad-
casting, with a $65,000 grant
from the Atlantic Richfield "





series of broadcasts, noting
that "the.musical tradition of
the Los Angeles Philharmonic
will become even more a part
of American - artistic life
through our broadcaste."
Ernest Fleischamann,
executive director of the Los
Angles Philharmonic, said the
organization is "thrilled to be
the first orchestra syndicated
exclusively by National Public
Radio."
He also noted that . the
collatibtatton begins -with the
arrival of "our revered and



















































































































































Mrs. Connie S. Gibson, 1105
College Cts., Murray,, Roger
D. Miller, Rt. 1, Murray,
Bobby G. Morris, Rt. -6,
Murray, Mrs. Tamela R.
Wood, Box 82, Hazel, Mrs.
Enna L. Wilson, 235 Riviera
Cts., Murray, Miss Gidget S.
Vaughn, 420 So. 9th, Murray,
Mrs. Peggy J. Taylor and
Baby Boy, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.
Cathy J. Stockciale and Baby
Boy, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. Ruth
E. Pentiebaker, Box 153
Wickliffe, Albert W. Nichy,
1218 Melrose, Murray, Mrs.
Mildred L. Nall, Rt. 6, Paris,
Tn., Mrs. Jean A. Hudson, Rt,
9, Benton, Mrs. Dorothy S.
Haneline, Rt. 1, Murray, Miss
Teresa French, 91 Riviera
Cts., Murray, Dustin L. Alton,
Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs. Willie M.
Morton, West View Nursing
Hm., Murray, Mrs. Stella





' Baby Boy Benefiel (Paula),
Rt. 3, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Melvin B. Hayden, Box 5551
Hart Hall, MSU, Mrs. Danese
J. Stephens, Rt. 8, Murray,
Miss Cindy L Morris, Rt. 1,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Kathy G.
Underhill, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Gloria L. Tharpe, 613 Johnson,
Paris, Tn., Mrs. Nadine A.
Hobbs, Rt. a, Mayfield,
William L. Lyles, Rt. 1, Ben--
Jon, Mrs:Dorothy Mae Wyatt,
.ftt. 1, Hazel, Mrs.-Parneis-a-
Herndno, RE 3, Murray, Gene'
P. King,11508 Belmont Dr.,
Murray, William L. Balentine,
Rt. 3, Murray, Ira P. Wacikins,
Rt. 1, Kirksey, Mrs. Winifred












Mil. Donna C. Wells, Route
6, Mayfield, Mrs. Nell F.
Merrell, 903 Vine, Murray,
Miss Helen Watkins, Route 2,
Hazel, Mrs. Lavinia Snyder,
410 North Brewer, Paris, Tn.,
Mrs. Elizabeth Hendricks,
Route 5, Murray, Miss
Tammy McKeighan, Route 3,
Cadiz, Mrs. Teresa Arnold, 506
North 5th, Murray, Miss Leigh
Ann Carter, 800 Olive,
Murray, Mrs. Rita A. Nall,
Route 6, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Ruthie Dexter, Route 1,
Gilbertsville, Billy Morgan,
505 Meadow Lane, Murray,
Mrs. Lillie Outland, 810 South
9th, Murray, Mrs. Ruth
Stroud, -4,--/,-Clinton,
Robert P. McDougal, Route 8,
Murray, Fred Dick, Route 4,
Murray, Carlos Hicks, 1661
College Terrace, Murray,
Mrs. Gladys Brown, 405 South
2nd, Murray, Mrs. Corlean
Alexander, Box 3, Dexter,






Baby Bey Holcomb (Carol),
1716 Holiday Dr., Murray,
Baby Girl Dick (Carolyn), Rt.
• 5, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Mary A. Willis, Rt. I.
Farmington, Mrs. Teressa C.
Ralph, 712 Olive, Murray,
Mts. Paula J. Sills, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Linda D.
Smotherman, Rt. 2, Olney, 11.,
Garnet D. Alexander, Apt. A-8
Murray Manor, Murray,
Bobby J. Hodges, Rt. 6,
Murray, Roy T. Steele, Rt. 1,
Hardin. Mrs. Amite Collie,
Rt. 5, Benton, Miss Julie A.
Jones, Rt. 1,, Hardin, John C.
Miller, Rt. 1, Symsonia.
Charles 0. Paschall Sr., Rt. 1,
Farmington, Ben K. Farris,
514 SO. 8th., Murray, Mts.
Elizabeth Henson, 310 W 8th.,
Benton, Mrs. Peggy A. Jones,
Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs. Jean E
Kalberer, 904 Story. Murray,
Mrs. Nola Jetton, Rt. 1,
Mayheid, Henry Paschall.
-Yuryiert, Tns. Mrs.
1starclit C. Page 901 Sunny




Tarry, Rt. 7, Murray, Herbert
P. Shepard, 1309 Poplar,.
Murray, Hillard T. Rogers,
1502 Cardinal, Murray,
Marion N. SetNer, Gen. Del.,
Hamlin, David Morgan, Rt. 5,
Murray, Mrs. Mary E.
Bagwell, Rt. 3, Puryear, Tn.,
Billie M. Wilson. Gen. Del.,
Hazel, Lafayette G. Curd,
2, Hazel, Mrs. Valta Walker,











Mrs. Shelia A. Harrison and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Mayfield,
Mrs. Paula S. Benefiel and
Baby Boy, Rt. 3, Benton,
Stacey L. Smith, Rt. 1, Far-
mington, Mrs. Anita C. Bear,
Rt. 5, Murray, Joe T. Fren-
sley, 1315 'McFadden, Paris,
Tn., Miss Diana G. Langston,
Rt. 8, Mayfield, Richard D.
Clendenen, Rt. 2, Hazel,
Ronald G. Wisehart, Rt. 1,
Murray, Timothy A. Glauer,
4711 Hart Hall, MSU, Mrs.
Marijorie E. Davis, 734 Nash
Dr., Murray, J. V. Hill, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Gloria A.
Cunningham, 1613 Sunset,
Murray, Miss Sharyn K.
Hertel, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Myra L Gallimore, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Brenda K.
Graham, 713 E. Wright St.,
Mayfield, Arthur Hanson, Rt.
2, Big Sandy, Tn., Mrs. Mary
S. Gregory,. .501 • Chestnut,
Murray; Paul S. Vonschoech
Sr., ' Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
Beulah M. Cain, Rt. 1, Almo,
Charlie Cliter, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Edrnonia
epartn 709--So. 3ref.,--Murrar 
Mrs. Mary M. Rogers, 210-
Irvan Ave., Murray,
Raymond M. Hutson (ex-
pired), Rt. 1, Buchanan, Tn.,
























BIBLE FACTS INC. - II
Timothy 3:16 says; "All
scripture is given by
insperation of God, and
is profitable for doc-
trine, for reproof, for
correction, for .in-
s t ru c t i on in
righteousness;" Why
not read your in-
struction book, The Holy
Bible for God's doc-
trine! For Bible answers
or study call 759-4600.
REFRIGERATORS
(5)
Almond colored 21 cu.
ft., frost free, textured
steel, 2 door side by
side $519.00
Harvest Gold, 20 cu.
ft., 2 door, side by side
$486.64
Harvest Gold, 21.8 cu.
ft., 3 door, $508.38




Harvest Geld, 15 Cu.









Holman Jones, 217 South
13th., phone i/53-317A
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bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from ant;
size into any size.
• Wallets low as 24 cents, 11
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
753-0035. Free Parking




We have the right






dance coach and in-
' stricter tor - In- ,





_ and Latin dancing.
Prefer to have 10 year
experience. Guaranteed
20 hours a week at $4.00
an hour. Apply through
Bureau for , Manpower




disks and car hops.
Days or nights. Apply in
person, Sonic Drive-In.
MATURE LADY TO keep





REA opening for a
swing • manager
trainee. Must be 18 or
older. Must be able to
work weekends. No
phone calls. Apply in
person only.
HOUSEKEEPER part








Was 11177 really a aumosorild
year kr yes? Nos your
present job offer all ne op-
portunity you wad? It your
answer is no, you WI be in-
terested m the opportunity we
offer. You meg haw been
driving a truck.nadluld IN
factory. sellisg goido ir ser-
vices, teaching sell* or
doing 101 othar Gip pone
do to ears you
are-dmadiolhol -Mr jab,
your kw Waft or the people
you twit -"ilk We Morin
tassissIse_raw" persue-hr-
lie load area. Oar senctlii
biased paidurd itisswiswth
will tents and yes it yrn are
suitable Mr our. terdeass. If
you are atiected, yhe will be
thoroughly trained int may
enjoy earnings at CO to $400
per weft For peoessai in-
terview. call 502-44342112 and
- ask for Dart Harmon:
initmoressommit osio
LADIES TO DO SURVEY
work 3-4 hours per day
from own home. This
can be a permanent
position for a mature
person. Write to: T. M.
Lancaster, 203 N. Lake
WANTED - HELP with
elderly gentlemen. Call
for information 753-1690.
Has opening for new
employees full time
or part time, male or
female for day and
nights. Must be able
to work weekends, no
others need apply.
No phone calls. Must






















tributor for Rand Mc-
Nally Maps. No selling.
Service pre-established
accounts. Investments
$2,700 to $15,450 secured
by inventory and
.- -- 





mingham, Al. 35213 or






want to work, come see
Max Keel. 801-Ceidwater
Rd. 7 am-5 p.m.
NOTICE
The City of Murray is requesting bids on a com-
pact loader-backhoe to be used in the city
cemetery. A copy of the specifications may be
obtained at the City Clerk's Office loaded at the
corner of 5th de Poplar. Bids will be accepted un-
til 12:00 noon May 25, 1978. The City of Murray
reserves the right to reject any and all bids.
INVITATION TO BID
The Mayor and Common Council or the City of
Murray will • accept bids to purchase a Wheel
Type Loader-Bacichoe Tractor for the Murray
Natural Gas System. Specification may be
picked up at the Murray Natural -Gas- System,
Andrus Drive, Murray, Kentucky. Bid should be
-submitted to the City Clerk, City Hall
5th and Poplar Streets, Murray, Kentucky no
later than 4:00 P. M., May_21, 1978. The City
reserves the right to accept the lowest or bast bid
or to reject any or all bids.
INVITATION TO BID
The Mayor and Common Council of the City of
Murray will. accept bids to purchase a 1-ton
Truck with Utility Body for the use of the Murray
Natural Gas System. Specifications are
available at the-office of Murray National Gas
System. Andrus Drive, Murray. Ky. The bids are
to be delivered to Murray City Clerk. City Hall
Bldg.. 5th and Poplar Streets, Murray, Ken-
tucky. By 4;00 P.M. MAY 31, 1973. The will be
reviewed by the Public Works Committee and
recommended to the council for purchase. The.
City Council reserves the right to accept lowest
or best bid or to reject any or aft bitis.
Quality is the best word to describethis new home.
AS bedroom, Salt Box design, 21i baths, 3 story with
central air and 2 heat pumps.
Newly decorated 3 bedroom brick with one car
garage. On large corner lot, 1 block to university.
New listing, 8 bedrooms, 2 baths, close to univer-
sity. Excellent neighborhood. This house will pay its
own way.
Commercial property.'on Coldwater Road at 5 poin-
ts. Building is 404 x 40 96 ft. frontage, will park
several cars Has Circle drive, 4 bedroom residence
all under same roof
Well kept 4 bedroom brick, 2 baths, large corner lot,
-gleetiveniver."..44404444mala for the meow;
Pet it ilehrq
151 1249
- WALDROP --- --"""n1






14 Want To Buy
GOOD USED MOBILE
homes. Call 1-527-8322
1974 or 1975 VEGA or
similar. Call 759-1184




Paying top price. Call
753-7462 from 5-8 p.m
WANTED TO BUY on
land contract 15 plus
acres. Partially wooded
preferred. Must be
--within 15 minutes of
Murray. Write P.O. Box
223, Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
WE BUY USED mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
West End Mobile
Homes, 442-1918.
15 Articles For Sale
HUFFY RIDING mower
8 h. p., 32". Call 753-8036.
Original Owner.
7 H. P. riding lawn
mower. Cell- 753-1556
OAKS COUNTRY Club
membership for sale at
a reduced rate. Call 502-
826-0107 or write 956
Frontier Drive, Hen-
derson, Ky. 42420.
TWO WHEEL TRAILER .
with good tires, and
spare tire. $50. Call 436-
2652.
GARAGE DOOR 8' x 9'
practically new. All
hardware. $49. Call 759-
Ill? after 4 'p.m.
.17,881 BTU central air
• • -conditioner. New. See




Front quarter,19 centit a
woad, whole or.hali 89
cents a pound, hind
quarter, 99 cents a
Aveted.:.
Food stamps accepted.--
We also do' costom
slaughtering Paris
Meer Processing, 642-
8201 off 641. One mile
North of Paris on old
Murray Road.
15 Articles For Sale
WE BUY AND SELL used
air conditioners. Dill












FOR SALE: Nails -8, 10,
16 CC Sinkers -50 lb. box -
$12.95. Styrofoam In-
sulation-1/2" 4 x 8 - $2.40,
1" 4 x 8 - $4.80. Particle
Board - 42" 4 x 8-$3.40.
Plywood 42" 4 x 8 -
$6.75, ss" 4 x 8 - $8.00,
10" 4 x 8 - $10.00. Ex-
terior Siding - 4 x 8 - $6.00
and up. Precut 2 x 4's
1.89 ea. Shingles - No. 1
$18.75 per sq. Shower
stalls $125.00 ea. Cabinet
fronts - $12.00 ea.
Paneling - 80 selections
of 4 x 8 sheets from $2.75
to $11.00. Vanities- from
$45.00 and up. Vinyl floor
covering 12.50 yard in 6






to keep colors gleaming',
use Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
8 H. P. JOHN DEERE
riding lawn mower. Call -
489-2570 after 5 p.m.
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
- typewriter and stand,




and office chairs. Call
753-9414, if no answer
713-__.7111 -
10 X 16 TENT, excellent
condition. Carrying bag
included. Call 753-8744.
33 RI NTS ALL 111IS




• 11W N Poor,
• W. B. Pounios
Rehm 15311 el
• Wooden Fidel
• II MiotPliey 25 yrs.
• 116S S Posey (sec)
• lire 1960 D keit
Sere Poem
din /easy • 25 re.
Piss hoe tw• $ 40
Mos Our Free Gift
Pin Our Free Inchon













couch, gold chair Call
after 5, 753-4763.















62 price, to make room
for my new line of
Brunswick Yarns in
both wool and acrylic, In
worsted weight and
sports weight Now in
stock - many new kits






NEW OAK FRAME love
seat with matching
chair and ottoman. End
table and coffee table to
match. Will sell
separate. Also washer
and dryer. Call 753-526E.
19 Farm Equipment
CULTIVATOR, 3 point
hitch, two row.' Two
wheel utility trailer, 5 x
10, 48" high with tarp
('all 753-1261.
31 FERGUSON. tractor,
bushog and disc. All in
good condition. Call 901-
247-5296
INTERNATIONAL 806
tractor, five 14" semi
mounted plows. 12 ft.
Krause disc. Call 753-
3090.
HOLLAND 1 row tobacco
setter in good condition.
$300. Call 435-4301.
FOR SALE tobacco and
tomato sticks. Call 489-
2126.
MASSEY FERGUSON
hay baler. 10 Series. Call
11177 JET .JOAT, •
Apollo 454 Thevy. Call
527-3984 days and 354-
8065 nights
14' MARK TWAIN with
Mercury power tilt and
trim.' $2,300 or best
offer. Call 767-2355.
MUST SELL 277 Apollo
jet boat, one new, one
demonstrator. One
equipped 460 Ford
'engine, one equipped 454
- -Chevrolet engine. With
•warranty. Edwards





UL large Florida -Boat-.
Co. now located in




1975 STRIKER bas boat.
Excellent condition
Loaded with extras,





SIBLE party to take
over small monthly
payment on 6 months old
















Black and Decker 8"
radial arm saw. Call 436-
2118.
26 TV Radio
78 MODEL Pioneer SX
650 receiver. Two CS





DON'T BE MISLED. We
will not be underSold.
Your Zentih Dealer for
Murray and Calloway
county, Tucker T7-V.
Sales and Service, 1914
coldwider Rd
TV LOVERS
Wolild yelp like Se get fi
41r- more channels n
'out TV'eskimped ,,. tebberinths,
$ or mote! Ynapkins and quilt tops, hilared ott anantla and'baby or fingering yarn. Apwer workFull line ot accessories -
for each needleart
Needlepoint lessons -









Sale, 25" color T. V. with
automatic color control
and electronic tuner for
$499.95 with trade. One
year free service. We
sell the best for less.
Sissons Zenith, Highway
94, 18 miles West of
Murray. Call 382-2174.
27. Mobile home Sales
1972 TRAILER and or lot
Call 753-8113.




and tie downs. Extra
nice, Call 753-8563.
1972 12 X 65 2 bedroom, 2
bath, furnished, and air
condition. Storm straps,
underpinned. $5,103. See
at Riviera Cts. or call
T53-3280 before 5.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call .753-3280.
12 X 60 Three bedroom, 2
_bath. Furnished.
Availablenow through




Trailer CL _cau-4894533._ _ _ _ _
31 Want To Rent
PROFESSOR and family
need 2 or 3, bedroom
house in or near Murray
as soon as possible. Call
753-7744.
NEEDED BEFORE July
1, 3 bedroom house in
city or country. Must
have lot large enough
for dog. Call 767-2553
after 6 p. m.
THREE TO FOUR
bedroom farm or city'
home to rent. Call 753-
1250 ext. 218.
31 Apartments For Rent
WINCHESTER apart-
ments 1 bedroom. 1628
West Main. See Apart-
ment No. 10 after 5 p. m.
Call 753-0344 after 5.
FURNISHED 1 or 2
bedroom, married
couples and singles only.
Zimmerman Apt. S.
16th, 753-6609.




-apartment for rent. Two
bedrooms„ carpeted
$165 month. Call 753-
7168.
34. Houses for Rent
FARM HOUSE





bedroom house for rent.
Close to university. Call




36 For Rent Or lease
TWO COMMERCIAL
buildings, 40 x 40 and 40
















---ohl, and gentle. ran 437-
4691.
coCK.EK SPANIEL










40 cents quart. 7 a. m.
daily, North 16th and
Poor Farm Rd. Pick
berries, available after





















SAT. MAY 20-10 AM






pa, gift iteggioliet.sopPalis -
furniture, awes, gas aegie,
2-man pod WM diner with 3
sizes of plum-
bing, fiddle & supplies,
photo & film etspalar_
eim=z-ithreeedr,melee
RA ties, tarps iwellayillig=
robber other muic. Seib
43 Real Estate
Goodby Winter. . .Hello'
Summer! ! !- Get ready
for summertime with
this 3 bedroom lakmew
home. . . family room,
large eat-in kitchen. . .
many dther features
make this the ideal
home for year round
. living. . . Call 753-1492







sale by owner, rolling
woodland near Ken-
tucky Lake. Over 500 ft
frontage on county road.






With The Friendly Touch"
Make Money
Here. ..7th & Olive-
Excellent investment





now let it pay for itself.
Hard to believe at only
$25,900. Boyd-Majors




the deck and cirinif ice
--cold lemonade'. .
Wander through the
woods. . Enjoy a family
barbecue under the
trees. Call 753-1492 to
view this furnished
retreat near the lake. . .
20's. . . Loretta Jobs
Realtors
A Pleasure You'll
Treasure. . . Hideaway
cottage nestled on 3
wooded lots in lake area.
Large living room-
kitchen combination
with fireplace 'plus loft
me today. Loretta jobe_______bedtoorn. Igcluste this
Realtors, 753-1492, • retreat in your summer
plans. Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492.
LOCATED ON A QUIET,
tree-shaded street is this
3 bedroom brick ranch
home just waiting for.
your family. Fully
carpeted throughout,
home has living rogrn,
dining room, large Ben
and abundant storage.
Priced at only $31,900.
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 753-1222 or
come by our . con-
veniently located office
in. the White House
Building, 711 Main for
all you...1._;_ratal eslate 
needs.
Purdom & Thurman









feet of living area in the
impressive home with
walk-out basement.
Central heat and air, 2
firsplaces With
heatalator, extra 2-car





the 60's and worth it!
Phone KOPPERUD
REALTY, 71222. for




Witt The Ff lend') Touch'
-Fmfdly Site anetrouh-
try Style.. .4 bedroom.
--alustainuai 114154-












Ueda loth $140141 CIO!
43 Real Estate
ks ACRE LOTS for rent or
sale. $30 per month. City
water and sewage.
Roberts Estates, 3 miles
East of Murray Call
753-3745.
LOTS FOR SALE Lake









- Don't miss out on this
great rental property.
House is divided into 2
apartments with
another garage apart-
ment also. Gas heat is
an economic feature;
large 85 x 351 lot with
lots of nice trees. Phone
KOPPERUD REALY,






901 Sycamore filarropp, gy.
SEVERAL TRACTS OF
land 17 to 31 acres,
located 6 to 15 miles
from Murray. $850 acre
by owner. Call 753-9773
after 4:30.
EIGHT ACRES with 400
feet frontage on 641
South has 14 trailer
hoolc-ups' and choice
business and home sites,
only $35,000. ALSO good
two bedroom house on
good lot at 315 North 7th,
only $16,900. Call C. 0.
I3ondurant Realty 753-
9954 or 753-3460.
THIRTY FIVE ' acres
with water front located
„ at Chandler Park area
of the lake Hamlin
Ky.) Property has long
blacktop road (Ky 1918)
plus a new road serving
a_. portion of the.
property. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main Street, Murray, •
753-0101 or 753-7531.
'•ProfessionalServices
With The Friendly Touch'
Chic - Elegant -
Spacious - This 4,000
sq. ft. home has it all.
Entry hall, living
room, dining room, 4
hugh bedrooms. 31-2
baths, rec. room. 2
acres. Let us show you
this' Country Esta
Today. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
-12th.





Mini Warehouse space available, large 28' x 24'
or 14' x 24'. 10' x 10' doors, ceiling over 12' high.
large enough for almost any job. Ideal for a
















































































































o. Gas heat is
omic feature;






















t 315 North 7th,
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43. Real Estate
DON'T MISS OUT on this
farm in Kirksey area.
100 acres all fenced only
$69,500. Mini farms
available in Brooks
ChaRel & Hwy. 1346
area. Nelson Shroat Co,
Realtors, 759-1707.
ALALTOR5
South 12th at Sy camof •
TELEPHONE 753-1861
HAVE PROPERTY, TO
SELL? if you've been
thinking of selling why




from our five full-time
sales representives. We
have clients waiting to
purchase all types of
Real Estate so let us




make buying and selling
--- real estate easy for you!
WILSON
Meet 1% Acres? Then teito
leek at this home locate on
641 N. lost minotes from
tows. 10ce woodesilet1 Three
BR brick wed stogie. Large per-
ch sod pone. Lots of closet
space. Control heat and Pr.
Asking $65,000.
Now lo Atoodenv Calm
Acres. 3 bedroom brick is 1/2
acre let. kitchen bus boilt-in
cook-top, eves. litre large
mility room, viell-to-wol car-
pets. Imps pordommrsto, eel
landscaped yard with 11 fruit
trees, onside workshop. 11s1s
halm is reedy to Nave Is.,
low beat hills. Price Mimed.
Owoor says --
753-3263 Anythee
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM




brick, 2 baths, large den,




bedroom, 1'2 bath brick
ranch home built in 1976.
Central electric heat
pump, attached garage,






1222 for all your Real
Estate Needs.
45 Homes For Sale
Two BEDROOM Brick
house, 142 baths. Half
basement. 10 ft. patio.
on 4'2 acres land. One
Outbuilding 16 "X16 with
shed on 2 sides. Call 474-
2248.
HOME FOR SALE 4
years old 3 bedroom, 2
full baths, dishwasher,
electric stove, part
basement, on large lot in
Keniana Subdivision.
Call 436-2473.
TWO STORY house on 5
acres. Seven miles











located on large corner
lot. Must be seen to
appreciate. Call 753-4449
after 5 p.m. for ap-
pointment.
THREE BEDROOM, 242
bath brick fireplace, 2
car garage, 2400 sq. ft.,
utility room, built in
kitchen, great room
Plenty closets. Less
than a year old. Central
heat and air. North on
121. Low 40's Phone 489-
2749.
BY OWNER - 3
bedroom; -199-- bath,
garage, central air and
heat, carpeted. 14 x 24
living room with full
stoned wall fireplace.
'blown insulation
Fenced backyard. 16 x
20 raised deck. Wooded
lot. Paved driveway. All
on V. an acre in Lynn-
wood Estates, 2 miles
South of Murray.
Possesaion in June. Call
753-0717.
We Spray Your Lawn For Weeds And















cCall this number after 5:00 to assure
prompt service next day, 753-3685 -
and night appointments.
• HOUSE FOR SALE on 94
East about 2 miles out
on 3 acres. Also trailer
for sale. 'Call 753-2669
after 5 p.m.
THREE BEDROOM
brick home, 1 bath,
utility room, large
kitchen and living room,
gas heat. Call days 753-
5678, nights 753-2395.
NEW HOME FOR SALE
in Canterbury Estates.
Three bedroom, 2 bath,
2 car garage with
„storage area. Call after
5, 753-1358.
TWO LOTS 70 x 195 with
. two bedroom house and
furniture. New in-
sulation. Located in
Union City, Tenn.. Call
753-5154 or 492-8116.
THREE BEDROOM





Ideal for yoking couples
first home. Priced in
mid 20's. Call 753-3903.




storage, shady lot, good
location. 217 South 15th.
Call 759-1768 for ap-
pointment. -
COUNTRY HOME and 4
acres, outbuildings,
fenced. On black top.













helmet. $350. Call 753-
1586 until 5 p. m. and 753-
3590 after 5 p.m.
1906 HONDA 750. Call 437-
9505.
19/6 HONDA 750 F good
condition low mileage.
Call 492-8890 after 5 p.m.
1973 HONDA 350 SL Less
than 1,000 miles Call
436-2262 or 753-8078.
1977 750 HONDA. Lots of
extras. Call 753-5696.
'1 LIKE CARTER BECAUSE, WELL BE-
7AUSE, FOR THE WAY HE, AH, WAIT A
MIWUTE IT W1LL COME TO ME -II.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1973 CADILLAC, white
four door, white vinyl
top. Brown leather in-
terior . with all the_ex-
tras. Call 753-5561.,
1973 DATSUN 610, 2 door,-
VinAlOP, tape *Y
good condition..,  S1I--•
Call 489-2595.
1969 FORD one ton with
service bed and Hornet 4 -







1972_ OLDS 98, full power
and air, best offer. See
Jimmy McCuan, • 247-
0470.
1971 CHEVY NOVA.
Extra nice, stereo, radio
and tape player. Good
tires and good gas
_niiip•ge New battery.
$1250. Call 437-4719.
1965 FORD F-100 42 ton
truck, good mechanical
condition, new tires.
Call 753-1540 after 5
p.m. or 753-9935 after 8






only. Send to P. 0. Box
88, Murray. Can be seen
at Ryan ST.
1973 DODGE AD-
_ _ VENTURE. 318 engine. MUST SELL •11173--V59 Power steering, brakes,. Yamaha with Fairing brown and gold. Calland saddle bags. Low 753-3090.
mileage. Call 753-1078, 
days. 1977 DATSUN 280Z.
$7,000. Can be seen at 412
N. .7th. 759-4990.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1971 DATSUN 1290 Good




1966 DODGE 2 ton truck.
Two speed axle. 318
engine. Call 753-3090.
1974 FORD RANCHERO
GT 351 automatic double
power and air nice.
$2500. 1971 Ford Pick-up
fourwheel drive 360 4
speed. White spoke
wheels 15 x 12 tires all
new front end. $2250 Call
1-354-6217.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1969 FIREBIRD con-
vertible. Power
steering, brakes and air.








white • vinyl top. Air.
Radio and tape. Call 753-
?,540.
1973 DODGE one ton flat
bed truck. Call 753-4707.
1973 PINTO Squire
wagon. Air, 4 speed.
New tires. Can be seen
at Shell Station on 4th
Street. Call 753-0570.•
1967 FORD new tires.
Call 437-4218, after 5:
1974 FORD Capri. Good
nnrlitinn _4 speed, new
tires call 492-8890 after 5
1976 FORD F-150 FWD,
1200-15 tires white spoke
wheels; headers. Ready
to go. Call 489-2785 after
3 p.m.
1978 CHEVY 10 van.







on 1972 Chevrolet step
side with side pack tool
bins, 8 cylinder,
automatic. Can be seen
at Cablevision office.
1973 MERCURY Mon-
tego,- power, air, AM-
FM stereo, needs body
work, $1150. 1967 Chevy
' pickup runs but motor
needs work, $300. Call ,













Trailer- Sales and Ser-
vice, Route 68 and 1-24,
Cadiz, Ky. Call 502-522-
8507.




36" TOPPER for long
wheel base truck. Light,
curtains, roll out win-
dows. Call 753-9382 atter
5 p. m.
1965 SCOTTY Camper -
sleeps 4, has stove,
icebox and sink. $600.
Call after 6 p. m. 492-
8359.
WHITES CAMPER
SALES - Your friendly
Starcraft dealer. Travel
trailers, pop ups, used
campers and toppers.
All at discount prices.
Complete line of parts
and accessories. We
service what we sell.
- Open Monday-Saturday,
7 a.m. til ?Sunday, 12:30
Until 6 p. m. East 94
Highway 4 miles from
Murray. Call 753-0605.
it' CA ROVER truck -
camper. Self contained
-*ice. Best reasonable
offer.' Call 753-1566 or
753-4599.
51 Services Offered
J AND R Pool Contractor.
__Custom built vinyl lined
pools. Several sizes.








ficient -service. No job





No costly footings or
foundations. 100 percent
fireproof masonary
product. Less than the
cost of natural stone.•
Use for interior or ex-
terior. An -excellent do-
It-yourself project or we





Tenn. 38242. Phone 901-
642-1328.
ROOFING






FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-5348.
PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior, Also dry wall




repair. Call Joe Jackson






TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
• 7203.
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
















t i matott., N
obligation. KY-TENN.
INSULATION INC.,
Route 7, Box 258,
Murray Ky. 42071 502-
435-4527.
-411,1,SPRAY barns; roof
and thick throseal to
masonary walls. Free
Estimates, Call 753-6878
or 492-8866 after 5 p.m.
EXPERIENCED MAN








painted. Call J. C.
Russell 436-2149.
WE ' DO MASONRY
WORK. Anything in
-brick or block: No job














roofs sealed. Call Jack
Glover 753-1873 fter 5
p.m. or weekends. .
BYARS BROTHERS &
























struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
INSULATION BLOWN
_IN by Sears- save on--
these high heat - and-






Company Inc. Air con-






430 YOU need stumps
removed from your yard
claared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up ta 24"
beneath-ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips
Call for free Estimate.







ANY KIND OF hauling in




method deans carpets es... .
EASILY-
38 pound portable power-
house does all the work
reanCr. rreViinrmi-and vac
out deep down dirt and




a fraction of the cost






four black male kittens.
Nine weeks old, Call 436-
2120.
FREE BEAUTIFUL 7
week old puppies. Solid
black. Part Labrador.
Have been wormed. Call,
753-5923 or 753-0093.







floored tood-roety. Bo to Ils 24. Also bee style, offices, cottoges,
mobile home .d-ons, me patios, or U-BUILD, pre cut completely reedy




Season passes are now on sale
for the 1978 year for Murray-
Calloway County Pool. Acquire prior
to pool opening and receive a $5.00
discount on family and single passes.
The passes may be obtained at Parks
Dept. office, 10th and Payne, 753-
7640.
TIME TO MOVE WITH KOPPERUD MALTY
INVEST IN THE FUTURE
With this large 4 bedroom, 3 bath home on
private one acre tract. 41/2 miles from Murray.
Almost 3,000 square feet of Irving area in this
home which has extra large rooms and large 2
car garage. Built-in kitchen with all appliances
including refrigerator, range, diahwasher, neat and nialement, study, librarY, and alma-
disposal and trash compactor staying with sale dant storage areas including 10 closets. Let us
of wise.. Iirtentrwett tOIMIrltiffnirtiMtlYlt








HOME FOR A GROWING FAMILY
Four bedroom, 21/2 bath home on Main 'Street
with lot 360 feet deep. Big redwood deck
overlooks beautifully wooded backyard. Extra
features include fireplace with gas logs, central
SHADY OAKS
Will keep you cool this suhuner -in, this four
bedroom, 2 bath 1,0mc
city limits of Muir
home features st
large brick patio with gas grill. This is one of the
most beautiful settingsy! in Murray: Price
reduced.
ge wooded lot in the
Men to 4 bedrooms,
rest room yid fireplace,
• 1-•
YOUR SOMEDAY HOME
Can be yours today! Beauty has been captured in.
this unique contemporary home in Gatesborough
Subdivision. Spacious rooms, attractive design
and decor which places this home in a class all
by itself. Don't delay in letting us tell you more






GET READY FOR SUMMER
In one of Murray's finest quality-built homes 30
x 30 redwood patio with gas grill, 4,000 square
feet of "tiring area with many built-ins, 5
bedrooms, and 342 baths large 3'4 acre lot on
quiet street with beautiful trees and landscaping.
Let as make your dream home a reality with this




Harry Patterson 492-8302 - Bill Rayburn 759-4900 --Geri Andersen 753-7932 - George Gallagher 753-8129 - Bill Kopperud 753-1222
REALTOR 
unit. .
_.11)ese modtis, are. tee, .10
**suggest yeti wriU for yours
-1111e. Agaliat sae- a apielit-there
is no cost, and certainly no
obligation. Thousands have
already been mailed, so write
today to Dept. 2066, 'Beltone
Electronics Cern ,4201 W. Vic-
toria, Chicagy, 80646.
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Paul Smith, brother of Dr.
Charles Smith, 818 North
Nineteenth Street, Murray,
died Saturday at nine a. m. at
the Parkview Convalescent
Center, Paducah. He was 69
years of age and a resident of
1936 Madison Street, Paducah.
Mr. Smith was a member of
the Second Baptist Church,
Marion. Ill. but had attended
the Southland Baptist Church,
Paducah, for the past fourteen
years The retired superin-
tendent of building and
grounds at Padurah Com-
munity College, Mr. Smith
also served for twenty-one
years as superintendent at ,
Morningside Hospital in
Portland, Oregon.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Della Smith; three
sisters, Mrs. Grace Beasley,
Crab Orchard, Ill., Mrs. Edith
Cook, Manteno, Ill., and Mrs.
Sybil Vopi, Templeton, Calif.;
one brother, Dr. Charles
Smith, Murray.
The funeral.- . was held
Monday at eleven a. m. at the
chapel of the Lindsey Funeral
Home, Paducah, witll burial in
the Blackman Cemetery sit
Stonefort, 7 .
Mrs. Newman Dies
With Rites Today -.county.
P°e:aril ;4:Mtn' Nationalliampodationof Hardin, died Sunday
a. m. at her home on Ella
Muriel Court, Paducah. She 
member of the Oak Level 
sag
was 79 years of age and a week Is _Proclaimed •
United Methodist Church.
The Paducah woman is
survived by one daughter.
Mrs. Jim Maness, Plainfield,
Ind.; three sisters, Mrs. Nan
Bray, Paducah, Mrs. .Mary
Goodman, Smithland, and
Mrs. Opal Pritchard, Hardin;
three, grandchildren; several
nieces and nephews.
The funeral , is being held
today at two p. m. at the
chapel ot-the. Palma-and--
Cann Funeral Home, Benton,
tith Bro. Lake Riley of-
ficiating. Burial will follow in'




Mrs. Evalene M. Alderdice
died Sunday at the Com-
munity Hospital, Mayfield.
She was 72 years of age and
the widow of Clifton Franklin
Alcierclice of .Mayfield Route
Seven.
She is survived by four
sisters, Mrs. Lettie Mae
Wilferd, Mrs. Frances Jones,
_and Mrs. _Sylvia_ Lynn.
Haneline, all of Farmington,
and Mrs. Reba Nell Morris,
Lincoln Park, Mich.; one
brother, Everitt McNeely,
Paducah; several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral is being held
today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Byrn, Funeral
Home. Mayfield, with Bro.
Jerry Mayes and Bro. Harvey
Lynn Elder officiating. Burial





Chicago, Ill. -- A free offer of
special interest to those who
hear but do not understand
words has been announced by
Beltone. A non-operating
model of the smallest Beltone
aid of its kind will be given ab-
solutely free to anyone answer
this advertisement.
Ture, all hearing problems
are not alike... and some can-
not be helped, but sae( am-
So, send for this free model
nor, .and wear it in the
privacy of your own home. It
is not a real hearing aid, but it
will show you how tiny hearing
help cin be. It's yours to keep,
less than a of an ounce




In the identification of -the hi t school counselors
ieribelday-12th edttitet Of the /Kurt* Ledger &
thefilime.Alberta Korb of Calkneay County WO
Setiod was printed Ite•iirrectly •
The Mums, ledger a Times tries to correct ;tromp* any errors
WI fact m clarify any misleading intormatitin appearing in news ar-
ticles. That r his i the purpose of t column. To report an error or need
foc derikatiow please call 741- 11111
T
Harlon H. King of Evan-
sville, Ind., brother of Fred C.
-King and Ross King of
Murray, died Sunday at 6:15 p.
m. at St. Mary's Medical
Center, Evansville. He was 62
years of age.
The deceased was a
member _of the Calvary
Baptist Church, Evansville,
Ind. He was a construction
worker and a former resident
of Trigg County. Born May 15,
1915, in Marshall County, he
was the son of the late Fred'
Cecil King and Lona Mae Ross
King.
Mr. King is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Lurline Holland
King; two daughters, Mrs.
Jewell Barton, Winston
Salem, N. C., and Mrs. Carole
Hale, Lubboek, Texas; two
sons, E. H. King, Trigg
County, and Todd King,
Evansville, Ind.; one Sister,
Mrs. Charles . Lawler,
Lay °nisi, Mich.; three
brothers, Fred C. and Ross'
King, Murray, and James
King, Grandbury, Texas; ten
grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at two .p. m. at the
-chapel of theGiaxiwin Fineral
Home, Cacliz, with Bro. J.
Norman Ellis officiating.
Burial will follow in the
Canton Cemetery in Trigg
7 WASHINGTON ( AP - You
had better stock up now on 15-
cent stamps - the Postal
Service 'says its present in-
ventory amounts to just over 1
percent of one day's supply.
The Postal Rate Com-
mission on Friday recom-
mended a 15-cent rate for
first-class letters, and the
Postal Service is expected to
put it into effect on either May
28 or June 4.
But postal officials had
anticipated approval of a 16-
cent rate for businesses, who
send most of the mail, and 13
cents for private individuals.
So, the Postal Service printed
hundreds of millions of 16-cent
stamps.
According to Postal Service
figures, there are 650 million
16-cent stamps on inventory,
but only five million 151gent
stamps. Mailers use about 400
million stamps at the first
class rate daily.
The 15-cent stamps are not
going to last long," said John
Jay Daly, a Washington
consultant who advises
businesses on postal matters.
"Anybody who wants them
should buy theici 'now."
After they're_ gone, you'll
have to buy two different
types of stamps to use
together, such as a 13-cent and
a 2-cent stamp citaitl-cent and
a 5-cent stamp. •
Don McDowell, director of
stamp development for the
Postal Service, said Friday
to issue a proclamation for
National Transportation
Week. Present for the signing
'Win be Transportation Queen
Sally Warner and represen-
tatives of the Women's Traffic
Club; and Kentucky Motor
Transport Association; the
Transportation Club of
Louisville, the Rail Club, and
the local chapter of Delta Nu
Alpha, ;.-:n international
transportation fraternity.
The Women's Traffic Club is
sponsoring a "Day at the
Races" May 20, at Churchill
Downs, as part of their- ob-
servance of . National Tran-
sportation Week.
_ • A .Cub Scout meeting to
„organize peeks for the
remainder of 1978 and the
spring of 1979 will be held
Thursday, May 18, at seven
p.m. at Carter School.
Any boy in Murray City
School System who is
currently in the-second, third,
or fourth grade and who
wishes to be a Cub Scout
should attend the meeting
with his parents.
Boys presently enrolled in
Cub Scouts also should attend
the meeting with his parents.
Scout representatives will be
present to answer questions.
Names Omitted
From Honor List
Gov. Julian Carroll has
proclaimed this week, May 14-
20, as National Transportation
Week, following a similar
proclamation by President
Carter. • t •
Gov. Carroll signed the
proclamation last week in the
presence of state Tran-
sportation Secretary Calvin G.
Grayson and representatives
of several transportation
clubs, including Sally Warner,
Who was elected Tran-
-Spor.tation Queen by the
Women's Traffic Club of.
Louisville.
"We are very proud of
Kentucky's excellent tran-
sportation facilities," said
Gov. Carroll. • •The movement
of people and goods is vital to
our economy, and I commend
all Kentuckians who work in
the various industries and
government agencies relating
to transportation."
Carroll cited . the new
Kentucky 80 in Eastern
Kentucky and Interstate 24 in
Western Kentucky as two
major highway projects under
construction. 1-24 is scheduled
to open in Oct-Ober, 1979 and
Kentucky 80 has a target date
of November, 1980 for com-
pletion.
Grayson said the Depart-
ment of Transportation hopes
to achieve a total tran-
sportation plan for the state.
We have programs
designated to identify and
answer needs in all modes of
transportation - air, water.
highway and rail," he said.
-Grayson and Gov. Carroll




would operate five vanpools
(similar to carpoolai between
Frankfort and surrounding
communities.
" V anpooling , carpooling
and _other ridesharing
programs have great potential
for easing traffic congestion
and saving energy," Grayson
said. "We hope our vanpooling
program can be a model for
many other such efforts
around the state."
Grayson said the demon-
stration program will begin in
July, when bills recently
passed by the state General




William Stansbury also plans
A list of honor students to
graduate at Murray State
University on Saturday, May
13, did not include the names
of Jerry Reid Curtis of Clifton
Forge, Va., or Barbara Jean
Howe Combs of Calvert City
Route 2. "
Curtis is one of the top
students in the spring class
with a 3.97 of a possible 4.00
academic standing. He will be
graduated summa curn laude.
Mrs. Combs will be,
graduated magna cum laude.
Dr. M. G. Scarlett, president
of Middle Tennessee State
University will be the speaker
for the commencement-
exercises to begin at lea. m.
in the university fieldhouse. A
total of 758 application!' have
been filedTor degrees. - •
that plans on stamp
production in view of the
commission's decision are
still being formulated.
One option is to issue a
stamp with no price on it.
McDowell declined to com-
ment on whether such a stamp
is already being produced.
If so, it would not be the first
time. The Christmas 1975
stamp bore no denomination,
because postal officials did not
know before production had to
start what the rate would be
during the Christmas season.
The stamp with no
denomination was worth 10
cents, and the rate went to 13
cents Dec. 31, 1975.
Already available, though in
small quantities, is a 15-cent
stamp bearing a picture of
famous jurist Oliver Wendell
'Holmes.
McDowell said printing
huge quantities of the Holmes
stamp would be easier than
producing a new 15-cent
stamp because the printing
cylinders are available for the
Holmes stamp. Producing
cylinders for a new stamp
takes eight weeks, he said.
The 15-cent rate is not
definite quite yet. The
governors of the Postal Ser-
vice are scheduled to meet
Friday and are expected to
give final approval to _the_15-
cent rate.
Legally, the governors could
reject the commission's
recommendation and keep the
current rates. However, that
is considered highly unlikely
because .the deficit-plagued
Postal -Service says it needs
the revenue that the higher
rates would bring M.
Memberships
Approved At
• Six new faintly mem-
berships were approved as the
board of directors of the
Murray Country Club held its
regular monthly meeting
early last week. Approved
were applications from:
Thomas and Janet Denton,
812 NOrth 20th Street; Thomas
E. and Marion Rice, 2120
Gatesborough Circle; Dr. H.
C. and Shirley Denham,
Kingswood; James B. and
Ruth Pickens, 50642 Beale
Street; Dr. William F. and
Calloway• • • (Continued
Houston, Denise Howard, Michael
Howard, James D. Hudspeth, Jeannie
Hutchens, Danny Hutson,
Kevin Hutson, Susie lines, Michael
Irvin, Charles Jackson, Rea Jackson,
Laura Jarrett, Roger Johnson, Lonnie
Mark Jones, Kim Kemp, Judy Kendall,
Danny W. Kingins, Jimmy L. Lamb,
Cindy Lamitat.
Clay Latimer, Sherry Lawrence,
Debra Lawler, David Lewis, Susan
Lewis, Rickey Litchfield, Gene D.
Lockhart, Penny Lockhart, Ronald D.
Lockhart, Cindy Mestere, Chris
Mathis, Randy McC,alion and Gregory
McClure.
Others are Patty McCuistion,
Richard McCuistion, Paul IC McGinnis,
From Page One)
Rick McKenzie, Bruce McManus,
Donnie R. Miller, Garry L. Miller,
Tammy Miller, Sandra Morefteld, Gary
Morris, Shelia Darnell Morris, Regina
Monis, David W. Myers,
Jo Beth Norwood, Rose Oakley,
Glenn Dale Olive, Joe B. Orr, Nix Ann
Osborne, Paula Kim Outland, Edith
Turner Pace, Kenneth Paschall,
Patricia Parrish, Lori Peacock,
Patricia Phillips, Pam Pierce, Felecia
Pinner,
Craig B. Redden, Lynn Reno, Wayne
Reno, Mitzi Redick, Sandra Robertson,
Danny K. Rogers, - Timothy ROSS,
Debbie Sanders, Jeffery Satterwhite,
Wade Schroeder, Kevin M. Scruggs,
Laura Shelton, Tina McKinney Sliger,
Kim Smith, Tammie Smotherman,
Rick. Spann, Charles Starks, Keith
°Starks, Lorraine Steen, Bobby Story,
David Story, Mary Strode. Beverly
Thorn Sweatman, Trine Swift, Kathran
Thorn, Nada Thomason;
Shane Tidwell, Joe Todd, Mitzie
Todd, Debra Tucker, Gail tucker,
Shari Tucker, Teresa Vance, William
Vaughn, Darrell Walker, Jimmy
Walker, Lisa Walker, Tonya Walker,
Becky Walls,
Cathy Watkins; Michael Watson,
Jackie Wheeler, Bryan W. Whire,
James A. White, David Williams,
Stephanie Winchester and Rhonda
Young.
Candidates In Stretch Run For
Five Of State's Congress Seats
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Candidates for five of
Kentucky's seven
congressional seats are in the
stretch run this week with the
May primary election looming
next Tuesday.
Generating the most
political interest is a bid by
state Sen. Tom Easterly, 38, to
topple U.S. Rep. John
Breckinridge, . a 64-year-old
three-term incumbent, for the
6th District seat.
The biggest challenge
facing Easterly, an intense,
dark-haired bachelor, was to
make himself known outside
his own senatorial district of
Franklin, Huila, Shelby and
Spencer counties.
An attorney who is coq-
sidered something of. a
maverick in the Legislature, -
Easterly was re-elected to a
Seciar lent' In the'state
senate' last year lay tiff Over-
Whilming margin.
He began campaigning 10






with extensive newspaper and
television advertisiatin
recent days.
Breckinridge, a tall, dark-
haired attorney with a
somewhat formal manner,
had the upper hand going into
the --(16inpaign. As an in-
cumbent, he's better-known,
and the fact that he bears a
name famous jut Kentucky
political history has never
hurt him.
The winner of the
Judith Payne, 1707 Plainview LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7Drive; antl Dr. Samuel V and a.m.
Betty Duvall, 207 North 16th•---36°4--.2-
Street. Below dam 320.2+.2.
WalterJones, a member of Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 360.0-
the board, presented a -2-
progress report on the Below dam 325.5 ±4.
proposal to construct an 1,180- Sunset 7:58. Sunrise 5:48.
square-foot addition to the
clubhouse. Bids are being
sought on the project, which
will involve enlargement of
the lounge ares.
Employment in the western
Kentucky area increased by
5,446 workers during March,
according , Ito Robert
MacDonald, chief labor
market analyst for the
Department for Human
Resources.
The jobless rate in Calloway
County stood at 5.3 percent for
the reporting period, ac-
cording to the department.
Unemployment dropped by
3,281 persons or from a rate of
7 percent in February to 5.6.
percent in March.
' 'Seasonal factors were
responsible for the improved
March unemployment rate,"
MacDonald said.
Union County had the lowest
rate of 2.7 percent while
Marshall County had the
highest at 11.8 percent.





















Democratic primary will face
former state Auditor Mary
Louise Foust in the November
general election. Miss Foust is
the unopposed Republican
candidate for the 6th District
seat.
Easterly's uphill scramble
is a cakewalkcompared to the
contest In - the 7th District,
where a political newcomer is
challenging U.S. Rep. Carl
Perkins, dean of the Kentucky
congressional delegation.
Frank V. Burns, a 33-year-
old former U.S. Marine turned
acceuntard,- concedes 'thatIt -
will be hard to unseat Perkins,
a 29-year veteran of the U.S.
House. But tie has said he
hopes organization and hard
work will pay off.
Perkins historically has
scored overwhelming vic-
tories against contenders for
his seat, Democrat and
R:ejuElican
Little-known challengers
are also facing entrenched
opponents in the 3rd, 4th and
5th congressional distrigts,
and their chances are
generally expected to be slim.
Two Democrats are seeking
the 4th District seat held by .
five-term Republican
incumbent Gene Snyder, 50.
John Hudak; 311, an airline
baggage agent who graduated
from the University of
Louisville Law School last
year, is making his first
Traffic Limit
On Cairo Bridge
Traffic on the Wickliffe-
Cairo Bridge will be limited to
vehicles weighing up to 5,000
pounds from 10 a.m. May 17 to




working on the structure that
spans the Mississippi at
Wickliffe in Ballard County..
political race, while 56-year-
old Geopge Clark Martin, a
retired Anchorage developer,
is making his second bid for
office.
Martin narrowly lost a bid
for a spot on the ballot to
Covington attorney Edward
Winterberg two years ago.
Winterberg was later ddeated-
by Snyder.
Because he has no
Republican opposition, Snyder
will not appear on the primary
ballot.
In the 5th District, political 
veteran flh10Etdiii
seeking an eighth term with
only token opposition in the
Republican primary from
former state Rep. Charles
"Chuck" Hardwick of Betsey
in Wayne County.
The 35-year-old Harthrick
lost a re-election bid in last
year's legislative primary
after serting one term.
Carter, 67, is the ranking
Republican on House sub-
committees on health, en-
virorunent and energy.
Lyle Willis of 'Corbin and
Jesse M. "Ramey of
Waynesburg are vying for the
Democratic nomination. .
Third District Congressman
Romano Mazzoli has several
opponents, none of whom are
likely to budge him from the
Federal State lbeltat NewiService May
16, 1976
Keats*, Pardee's AM Beg Market
Report biebakall Om* liatimm
Receipts: Act -4111 .515 Barrows 4
Gilts mostly Mahigliergimoaloady 41.04
lower
US 1-2 200-23011g. SISA149.15
few at $49.50
US 14200-240 ito.  .00
US 14 240-210 lbs .50
US 3-4 280-200 lb.. .  7.50
Saes
US 1-2 270-350 lb.. 
US 1-3 300-5001bl. 
US 1-3450.500 lb.. 
US 14 500411011*. 911.111142.0
few at $44.00
US 3-3 300-60016s. $39.0040.00
Boars $27 00-37.00 mostly 404 00-35.00
seat he's held since 1971.
One contender, Bill Gibbs,
has withdrawn from the
contest but his name will
remain on the ballot. Other
contenders are Richard Z.
Miller of Louisville and Philip
V. Baker and E.B. "Ernie"
Holman, both of Shively.
On the Republican ballot are
Tommy Klein, a perennial
candidate who has listed
himself as "Perennial" Klein
this year;. Gerald W. Lewis,
and Norbert Leveronne, all of
eine_ _
First District Rep. 'Carroll
Hubbard and Second-Dhdrici -
Rep. William Natcher, , both
Democrats, are unopposed in
the primary.
Prices of stock of local interest al
noon, EDT. teday, furnished to the
Ledger & Times' by First of Michlgae.
Corp., of Mtrray, are as follows:
bichaarlal Avg +7.11
Air Praditte AP% -46
Amide= Motors 4% use
Aellikad011 29% 44
Antietam Telephcee 11:114 me . •
liardlislar 046 wie
General Motors 0% -46
General lire Mt mac
Goodrich Mb -46
.1e% +lb
IBM . WM +iir -
illeDeatlela 51% +46
Peones% .. 37% -lb
32% +%
49% -1%
Quebec Olds 5946 +4ii
T415010 544 +%
Tesnivs..., , Mt 47.31",
Wal-Mart 35% +% -
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